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Twin Cities Progressing
On Civic Center Plans
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copies of it) was mailed to the
Economic Development Administration in Washington seeking a
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Editorials
THE FULTON COUNTY NEWS

PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING

METHUSELAH

Editors and Publishers

Thursday, June 16, 1966

Methuselah ate what he found on his plate.
And never, as people do now,

We Are Grateful For Visit Of Industrial Prospects;
Let It Be Known Thai T heir Wish, Our Command
Last week the twin cities had
the honor of a second visit from a
group of individuals "looking us
over," as a possible location for an industry. It was our pleasure to meet
these gentlemen. We were impressed
with their friendly attitude and the
courteous manner by which they conducted their survey and appraisal.
Of course we hope they liked
what they saw and heard about us. In
the sensitive and competitive field in
which they are engaged, we know
that they realize that rarely can a
community fulfill every detailed requirement of any particular industry,
but we think we can say for the entire
community that their every wish will
be our command.
Every now and then we see a
sign in a store that says: "If you don't
see what you want ask for it," or, "if
we don't have it now, can't get it later, it isn't made." That's the word
we'd like to leave with any industrial
prospect coming into our city wanting
to know us better. If we don't have'
what they want now, and it can be
accomplished, the job is as good as
tone!
Our industrialist friends will be
interested to know that this week an
application went off to the Economic
Administration in
Development
Washington seeking a technical assistance grant with which to make an
economic study for a proposed LatinAmerican Friendship Center in these
twin cities.
In the event our visitors last
week failed to get the full story of our
International Banana Festival, the
reason for its existence and the plans
for the future, we are reprinting
herewith a portion of the application
.hat deals with the Festival and the
roposed Latin-American Friendship
:enter. Here it is:

The Need For A Latin American
Friendship Center
The May 9, 1966 issue of International Commerce. published by the
United States Department of Commerce reports that the Latin American Center of UCLA has published
four new reference books on Latin
America. The new volumes cover development periodicals, statistical abstracts and specialized organizations.
These volumes are new and current;
undoubtedly. there are hundreds,
maybe more, that have been published in the past by others.
In the four volumes it is significant that:
One periodical contains 438
pages of listings of U S., European
and Latin American institutions and
organizations interested in Latin
America:
Another periodical, The Guide to
Latin American Studies .650 pp). lists
4.000 scholarly works on the area;
Another volume reveals that
there are 220 English and Spanish
language periodicals published about
Latin America:
The Statistical Abstract of Latin
America (180 ppt brings together
statistics on the cultural. economic,
Published Every Thursday of The Year
at 209 Commercial Ave, Fulton. KY- 42111
Second - class postage paid at Fulton, Ky, 42E61.
Voted one of Kentucky's "Best All
Weekly Papers.

Ammer

A member of the Kentucky Pewee Asoaclatien
Successor of various weekly papers In Fulton
the first of which we, roomed hi 1999.
Subscription Rates: $3.110 pee year In Fulton
Hickm•n, Graves Counties, Ky., end Olsten and
Weil/ley Counties, Tenn. Elserchere throughout
the United States $4.00 per year.
Kentucky Subscribers must add 3% Sales Tao.
Address all m•11 (subscriptions, change of 56'
dress. Forms Mt) to Noe offle. 11.. sr Fulton, Kentucky, am,

Did he note the amount of the calory count;
He ate it because it was chow.

financial, political and social structures of individual nations and foreign dependencies in Latin America.
Unquestionably. all of these periodicals are scholarly works, read
and digested by discerning individuals who may be policy-makers for
our Latin American diplomatic
corps.
But for every policy-maker, for
every scholar, for every diplomat,
there are hundreds Of thousands. even
millions. of Americans who know
Latin America as a land far away, in
the news only when there is strife,
and famine, and revolution.
These are the Americans, and
foreigners, too, for whom we hope to
establish the Latin American Friendship Center in Fulton, KentuckyTennessee.
These are the Americans, and
foreigners, too. that we want to introduce through the exhibits of the industry and culture, at the Latin
American Friendship Center to:
— The weaver in Guatemala.
— The artist in Ecuador.
— The machete cutter in Honduras,
— The dancer in Costa Rica.
— The wood-carver in Panama.
— The silver-smith in Columbia.
— The manufacturer, the industrialist, the potterv-maker. the sionecutter, and hundreds of other craftsmen in Latin America who know,too,
that the United States of America is
a far-away country. But these Latin
Americans ought to know that the
people of America share a coincidence of interests with them.
Not until we communicate with
our neighbors through this coincidence of interest can we hope to
achieve friendshiii and understanding
with them.
Indeed. the Latin American
Friendship Center is intended as the
hope of fulfillment for the Banana
Festival's there - Project - Unite Us.

The Story Of The Baum
Festival
Although the twin cities have
long felt a need for a community center, not until the staging of the international Banana Festival in 1963 did
the urgency become apparent. With
tile avid interest shown in the expansion of the Festival's international
relations program by the White
House. the State Department, the
governments of the banana producing countries of Central and South
America. and State and National
leaders, the Banana Festival is a
permanent venture into personal diplomacy with our Latin-American
neighbors.
While the people-to-people program of the Festival is significant,
perhaps the greatest interest of the
aforementioned has been manifest in
the permanent exhibits of the industrind cultural characteristics of
the -lanana producing countries of
Central and South America. These
exhibits, and their resultant boost to
our tourist industry, are spelled out
in another phase of the application.
Immodest as it may sound, the
proof is there to see. Citizens of the
twin cities are astounding people. In
the first place, it was astounding that
anyone would even think of having a
banana festival in the United States
at all.
And now it is even staggering
that this community, with a combined
population of about 7,000, could pour
its influence into the far reaches of
the continent that it has.
The theme of the Festival is
"Project-Unite Us" and is designed to
create opportunities for friendship

He wasn't disturbed as at dinner he sat.
Devouring a roast or a pie,
To think it was lacking in granular fat
Or a couple of vitamins shy.
He cheerfully chewed each species of food,
Unmindful of troubles or fears
Lest his health might be hurt
By some fancy dessert:
And he lived over nine hundred years.
— Anonymous

and understanding between the
Americas.
The Festival began as an homage
to an industry which has been a main
feature in civic pride, but now attempts to reveal a coincidence of interests that are shared by Americans
all over the hemisphere.
In its initial year, the Festival
was given an artificial Latin American atmosphere This year. the atmosphere will be real.
Ambassadors and other officials
from banana producing countries will
attend the festival, as well as "ordinary citizens" of these Latin countr.2s.
Fultonians have come to realize
that, although the source of their
chief "import" is just six days away
by transportat:on. it is perhaps years
avray in understanding and they have
set a course to do something about
speedine the program.
Fulton is the center of the nation's banana distribution and is la-

I

cated halfway between New Orleans,
the nation's greatest banana port, and
Chicago and is near the center of the
eastern United States.
The progressive city is the hub of
five rail lines and serves as the main
diversion point of the Illinois Central
Railroad, the nation's largest carrier
cf the golden finger-shaped fruit.
0-er 2,000 "reefers" ,refrigerated cars) of bananas come into Fulton
frcm the Gulf docks each month,
where the fragile and fickle fruit is
repacked and re-iced to prevent spoilan,e b,:fore being shipped out to points
in all parts of the country.
Since 1954 over 5.5 billion
ix unds of bananas have been handled
in Fulton's redistribution centers.
Therefore, in spite of the distance
that separates them. Fulton and the
banana producing countries are virtually bound together in a very basic
cause - existence, so why not make
the bonds personal, warm and friend)v?

FULTON'S

li_arsoy Corr
by Miss Jessie Orgain

One of the most interestirig
:kings to do is to study and learn
:hoot other peog:P. There is an old
saying that curiosity killed the
cat, well the eta' family must be
r.an r sent of kin because man is
more curious a',out the lives of
other persons th:it he is about any
other Wag_
To settle ths• curiosity about
other persons ar.i to learn the true
faca about then, why not read
the story of thedt life. The FaltonSouth Patton Pattlic Library has
several biograntoes of very inter
citing people
rnentme. The Flory
My Darling
of Lady Cburen.11 by Jack Tishman. In a hair that matches the
charm of its otijert, the remarkable somas who stood at Winston
Churchill's sid. during his entire
carter is at last revealed. In My
Darting Clementine. the reading
public will had Lady Churchill one
of the most fascinating personalities of our times. From her first
meeting with the young Churchill
and his proposal to her in the

gardens of Blenheim Palace. the
&try of Clementine Churchill coners their lives together. It is filled
with intimate details of their dayi
of struggle, disaster, and glory In
the seclusion of their country home
or at 10 Downing Street in the boil.55 center of political strife. Lady
f•h,.zehill has been the active partner of one of the most exciting
men of the twentieth century.
Anastasia: Ow autobiography of
If I If, the Grand Duchess Anastasia Niclvolaevna of Russia.
This is the only autnentic autobiography of the Grand Duchess An.
astiasia Hicholaevna, fourth daughter of the late Emperor Nicholas
II and the late Empress Alexandra
Fecidorovna of Russii. The Grand
Duchess Anastasia furnishes Cu.
!benne information and many previously unpublished details concern.
ing the life of the Imperial Family
and suite from the days of her
childhood to the date of the murder of her parents and other
members of her Family in Ekater-

s.
1
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FROM THE FILES:—

L,

,)-:;{ Turning Back The Clack-June 21, 1946
Since V-J Day workmen have been busy extending
the lines of the Fulton-Hickman Counties Rural Electric
Co-Operative, and more homes in Fulton. Hickman and
Carlisle Counties are being served. Plans call for further extension just as fast as materials are received and
work can be done.
Torr.my Lowe, of Chicago, formerly of Fulton, who
is attending Washan College of Mortuary Science in
Chicago, was recently initiated into Delta Pi Epsilon
fraternity. He is a nephew of Katherine and Lee Ella
Lowe of Fulton.
James Warren, city attorney, is preparing deeds
which will be submitted to property owners when nec-

inburg on the night of July 16-17.
1918. The life of a Grand Duchess
of Russia was no downy bed of
roses. Discipline WaS imposed by
the Tsar and Tsarina. particularly
the latter. Study was an essential
Juts which took many hours. During tht war years there acre responsibilities connected with the
operation of hospitals for the
ivuunded. Always over the Family
hung the fear of the possible denuse of the heir to the throne, the
young Tsesaresich and Grand
Duke Alexei Nicholaevich.
Grandma Moses, My Life's Illstory by Anna Mary Moses Here is
an absolutely unique and richly
enjoyable book. unities by one of
America's most famous and best.
'used women. -1111f name ii Anna
Mary Robertson 301995 but she is
known to the world as Grandma
Moses. In these pages, she tells—in
a style which is as simple, colorful.
appealing, wise, and wonderful as
fur painting—the story of her
life,
and what a story it is'
For those of you who are
interc sled in the life of Doctor
Thomas
Dooley, why not read Promises To
Keep by his mother Mrs Agnes W.
Dooley, The Night They Burned
The
Mountain by Dr. Dooley and Before I Sleep
The Last Days Of
Dr. Tom Dooley by James
Mona
han.
Try these and others of the
many
biographies in the library.

S ATHEISM THE WA
UHE?
OF THE I
All public opinion polls shoo he
American people reject atheism as
a belief and a way of life They s.
gree with the word of the
ist when- he said. "The foo: hat
said in his heart, there is no God."
quuetsltirn daib
so
eu
atse arid
l B
satlamgel9th
staltbo
ism is not how much there is but
in iatis.
n a
r.e re and sho
h,o,
ge
are living
for the first time in human hist.,
• there is a powerful, organ.
oorld wide movement backed •,
militant atheism. Atheistic Corn monism controls the destiny of
about one billion people on the
earth
years ago, June 21, 1963 a
plenary meeting of Ilse Central
Committee of the Communist Party
of the Soviet Union directed all
Communists throughout the world
to (1) promote economic assist
ance from Capitalist countries to
Communist countries. and 12, to
intensify the sorld-Wide drive fur
scientific atheism (Soviet Booklet
113, London. July. 1963).
Now since we know that Comnuinist directives have a oay of
getting into policy and since Sr
loom that Communists never mark
through more than 3 percent of the
people of any nation, it is the part
of a Mom to take a long hard Ions
at moves against God in this coon
try.
It is not surprising that disdain
for the living God has cropped up
i:itis..tently in the Vietnik anti
1* S demonstrations since they
ari. spaoned on the campuses of
schools N here professors ha,,
made atheism a respectable cress
Recently se base had prominer
Protestant and Catholic leadersasinii; that responsible dial,
. •
with atheists should replace •
traditional aversion which Amid
cans have had for those sotto spur'.
and di•ny God The fact is tho
type of easy accommodation is tht•
prelude to acceptance and ultimati
dry rot
The reason why this easy Wier,.
loin of atheism can be disa st r is that it will destroy our rel.,'
ship with the fountainhead
American life—the living God
She Bible—the Sosereignly of
Christ
When the Supreme Court out
:awed the reading of the -Word of
God and prayers in the elassroom
there were many Americans who
disagreed oith the appraisal of
lhe Wall Street Journal when it
said ohat the Court has done
"
in the name of protecting
us from the establishment of re
ligion by the state, is to estato.,
secularization — atheism, it
would have it bluntly—as the it, .
belief to which the state's pow',
oil] extend its protection."
NON that the Court has banned
not only compulsory prayers bat
voluntary, freely uttered thanks
giving and grace for food in tb.
schools, the prophecy of officia:
atheism is taking effect. Our C'hirt
Justice refused a Congressional
request that "In God We Trust:
he put over the door of the Sit
preme Court Chambers.
All this constitutes a reversal a'
our national heritage. In 1802, the
Supreme Court solemnly declared
that by heritage and history, the
United States was and is a Christ
Ian nation. Why has that been re
versed in the twentieth century"
Where is Lincoln's earnest prayer
that this nation under God may
have a new birth of freedom' It is
no wonder that 5.000 students in
Bayside, New York can no longer
sing the fourth verse of America
for fear of "offending the Supremit
(Continued en Pepe nivel

essary to correct and straighten out the creek banks.
and title to the small strips of land will be vested in the
City of Fulton. After all right of way has been obtained,
plans will be put into effect for widening and deepening
of the channel of the Harris Fork
Creek through the
city.
A crowd gathered Sunday, June 16,
at the home of
Mrs. Lula Adams, the occasion being her
79th birthday.
Among those present were her daughter,
Mrs. J. B. Manley of Metropolis, Ill. Most all of the
children were present and gave Mrs. Adams a gift. Good singing
was enjoyed. All wished Mrs. Adams many
more happy birthdays.
From Pilot Oak: Rev. Lois Kingston,
Rev. Ray
Fleming, Rev. Bill Lowry and Rev.
Cox are holding a
tent meeting at Kingston Store on
the State Line.
Everybody is invited.
Mrs. Roy Emerson was hostess June
19 at a miscellaneous shower for Mr. and Mrs.
Robert D. Emerson
Several nice and useful gifts were
received.
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Catholics, Protestants Joining In
Nation-wide Appeal To Help India
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to the six areas officially declardd
as famine-stricken by the Indian
government. The bishops of the
United States also donated 8100,000
to CRS to purchase 1,620,000 pounds
or rice, which has already arrived
there and is now being distributed
to the needy.
This will be the first nationwide
Church World Service is underby
appeal ever conducted jointly
taking to increase its current mass
the Catholic and Protestant faiths.
feeding
program from 500,000 to
The appeal is being conducted in
1,000,000 persons daily in the worst
response to pleas from Pope Paul
the famine.
of
areas
I laitl the World Council of ChurchOn May 5, the two agencies jointes for Christians of all nations to
a vessel to ship 21,000
chartered
ly
unite in helping solve India's food
tons of U. S. government-donated
shortage, which Was worsened by
wheat from Galvestion, Texas to
recent droughts.
Bombay, India. This marked the
Earlier this year, Bishop Edward first time in the history of the two
E Swanstrom, executive director aid agencies that they had comof Catholic Relief Services-NCWC, bined for a dually-sponsored shipand Dr. David M. Stowe, director ment of relief supplies to any
of the Division of Overseas Minis- country.
tries, National Council of ChurchThese were all developments in
es, called upon American Calho- similar cooperative action throughlies and Protestants te help stem out the world in answer to the
the looming famine in India.
Papal and World Council of
In their joint statement, Bishop Churches appeals. It has been
Swanstrom and Ir. Stowe said: estimated that aid worth millions
-Confronted with the magnitude of of dollars is now being sent to India
the disastrous famine in India and in response to those pleas for help.
Last month, representatives of
the enormity of the suffering and
Services and
death being visited upon uncounted Catholic Relief
millions of India's people, we of Church World Service in India
the Christian churches are con- combined with other international
science bound in justice and chari- and government social agencies to
ty to raise our collective voices in form the Action for Food Production Committee for the coordinatheir behalf."
Both agencies have since taken tion, support and technical guidstep.: to increase their feeding pro- ance of agricultural development
country.
grams in India in an effort to help projects throughout that
Officials of the two American
meet the famine emergency. Cathonow conare
agencies
aid
oserseas
increased
lic Relief Services has
Its program from 132 million sidering other steps for continuaIndia
for
action
the
of
hunt
tion
pounds to 200 million pounds of
in Infoodstuffs and sent • special ship- famine relief both here and
ment of 22 million pounds of flour dia.
•McCONNEIL NEWS
Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
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Introducing Our Churches - God's Agency For Spreading His Love

A nationwide appeal to Cotholics
and Protestants in this country on
behalf of the millions of suffering
men, women and children in India
wilt b
unducted jointly by the
overseas relief agencies of both
faith:, it was anouncod here today.

liter

ors
tile

Twenty-Ninth In A Series

Gospel-Meetings Begin
Monday At McConnell

A series of Gospel meetings will
inns u; ill
A Sufic, 4,1 Gospel
begin at the McConnell Church of
begin Monday at the McConnell
Christ next Monday, June 20, and
Church of Christ and will continue
wilt continue through Sunday.
through Sunday. June 26. Services
June 26th, with services each evewill be held at 7:10 each evening.
ning at 7 30. Brother Don C. RainDonald C. Ramey, Abilene
ey of Abilene. Texas, will be the
College, Abilene, Texas,
Christian
will
services
speaker. and the song
be in charge of Brother Atlas will be the speaker. Brother
well known in this viis
Ramey
Brewer of Martin. The public is
cinity. Congregational singing will
cordially invited to attend.
Brewer of Martin.
Atlas
Mrs Attic Matthews, a resident be led by
The public is cordially invited to
of this vicinity for many years,
passed away at the Obion County attend.
Union City,
General Hospital,
Monday, services for Mrs. Matthews are incomplete at this writ
ing.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Joe Welch
and children, of St. Louis, spent
last week with his father, Sam
The News takes pleasure in
Welch. and visited other relatives
wishing Happy Birthday to the
and friends while here.friends:
following
Greenie Wilson, of Chicago. and
June 17: Rusty Morrison, Alan
Hartwell Wilson. of near Martin,
visited their sister, Mrs. L. T. Ray Terrell: June 18: Sandra Harris, Jeffrey Swearingen; June 19:
Caldwell, Saturday.
Miss Carol Coates spent last Joan Fuller; June 20: Mrs. Felix
week end in Illinois, visiting her Gossum, Sr., Cathy McKinney;
sister and family.
June 21: Kenneth Alexander, Jr.,
Mrs. H. E. McCord and son. El- Dickie Gossum. Vivian Jones, W.
lis. visited her mother, Mrs. J. N. B. Lancaster; June 22: Peggy PicOverby. and other relatives in tle, Dena Reed; June 23: Ronald
Franklin, Tenn., last week.
Mac Fields, Ricky Lock, Jr.
Mr. and Mrs. George Kennedy,
of Martin, spent Sunday with her
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Charley
Christian Heritage—
Gill.
Frank Hunt, of Dresden, has
(Continued teem pogo Twat
opened an Antique Shop in the
That verse reads as folCourt."
on
Scott Building, located directly
lows:
Highway 45 .
-Our Father's God to Thee, AuMiss Myra Hastings is spending
the week with Mr. and Mrs. Leon thor of liberty,
To Thee we sing.
Barnes of Henderson, Tenn.
Mrs. Ode Farmer is working at
Long may our land be bright,
the Weakley County Rest Home in with Freedom's holy light
Protect us by Thy might,
Dresden.
GREAT GOD OUR KING."
Mrs. Odie Sadler Crutchfield, of
Recently • book has been pubMemphis, a citizen of this vicinity
many years ago. died in the Meth- lished on the American Civil Liberodist Hospital, Memphis, last week ties Union (the organization which
and was buried in a Memphis has been the legal arm to remove
all recognition of God in American
cemetery.
McDirden re- life). The book entitled The Noblest
Mr, and Mrs.
try
says that if paganism had been
ceived much publicity recently as
being the first couple to receive more intelligent, "the world WOUlt1
"Your Medicare Handbook." For- era been sparkl Iji 2,6o0 year
tis Vaden, Social Security District elekness of Chtistendom." in the
Manager of the Dyeraburg office, eyes et theae people, the Christian
visited them at their home near faith Is a sickness. That is modern
here and wide the presentation. atheism reaching out to weaken
Mr. Dirden IS 100 years old and and destroy the spiritual bulwark
of the nation. Is it not time then
his wife Is 79.
to look to our ramparts? Any force
which promotes atheism now is
MORE ROOMS!
weakening America when our fudepends on the filth in the
ture
To make room for an increased God of our Fathers.
population in public and elementary schools, 1,005 classrooms have
been built in Kentucky over the
Company's Coming-GO Ready
last two years.

HICKMAN, KENTUCKY

WEST BAPTIST CHURCH

The West Baptist Church of Hickman, Kentucky was organized in 1910 as the result of a tent revival conducted by the Rev.
Robert Williams, an itinerant Baptist preacher from Tennessee.
There were eleven charter members, and the Rev. Will King, one
of the charter members, served as pastor.
When the church was first organized, meetings were held in
the homes of the members. In 1911 they began meeting in a tworoom building. Mrs. Emma Donnell, one of the charter members,
gave the lot where the present building stands. In 1912 a regular
church building was erected. This building was destroyed by fire
in 1938, and the present struoture was erected. An educational
building ass added in 1954.

Happy Birthday

Rev. Ralph Themes

The present membership of the church is approximately 600
members. About 400 of this number are resident members. The
Sunday School enrollment is 369, and the Baptist Training Union
enrollment is OP The Sunday School average attendance is 186 for
the last year. The church also has a Women's Missionary Union
with 34 ladies enrolled, and 19 enrolled in the children's organi-

West Baptist has had 19 pastors in its 56 year history. The
present pastor, Rev. Ralph Thomas, came to the church on February 20, 1404.
West Baptist Church is a member of the Fulton County Baptist
Association, the Kentucky Baptist Convention, and the Southern
Baptist Convention. True to its Baptist heritage as a missionary
minded people, the West- Baptist Church gives twenty-three percent of its income to the missionary and benevolence work of
Southern Baptists.
The members of the church are optimistic about the future
of their town and their church. They are making improvements
on the pastor's home, and they have begun planning for a future
of growth and service for their Lord. They extend to the people of
Hickman and Fulton County who do not have a church home to
come and join with them in working for the Lord Jesus Christ
through the West Baptist Church.
The time of the services is as follows: Sunday School at 9:45
A. M., Morning Worship at 11:00 A. M., Training Union at 6:00
P. M., Evening Worship at 6:45 P. M., and Prayer Meeting at
7:00 P.M.

zations.

This Feature Is Published With The Hope T hat More People Will Go To Church.
Ills Sponsored By Firms Interested In This Community.
TH
INTERSTATE OIL COMPANY

crnzrais RkliX
Hornbook Funeral H01124

Mak* our bank your bank

Oxygen-equipped ambulance

Jobbers of Shell Products
HIckmon, Ky.
Futter

Phone 234-2455

312 Carr St.

Phone 471-1981
MARINE OIL COMPANY

CITY DRUG COMPANY
ins

Your Prescription Drug Store
Fulton, Ky.

Compliments Of
Fulton Wholesale Florist

Fulton, Ky.

West State Line
Phone 472-1004

Rice Insurance Agency, Inc.

Dial 472-1371
Fulton Insurance Agency
Farm & Auto Insurance
F•rmer's Liability Coverage
205 Main St., Fatten Office Phone 472-135?

EVA.NS DRUG COMPANY
"The Resell Pens"

See us for all your Insurance needs
231 Mehl St.

Phone 472-1341

Hickman - Fulton Co's. IL E. C. C.

Lake Street

Hickman, Ky.
PURE MILK COMPANY
At the store or of your doer
Phone 472-3311

Greenfield Monument Works

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Co, I.
Phone 472,14).
Kentucky Ave.. Fulton

Park Terrace Restaurant
And Gift Shop
Excellent Food
Souvenirs
Antiques
Private dining for ISO

King Motor Company, Inc.

miscelierson.

W. D. Powers
Fulton
Phone 472-140
imnewnereummir

J. B. MANMS & SONS
'Gonadial& Tama.

E. W. James & Son Supermarkets
Union City, Tenn.
Hickman, Ky.
,1

Greenfield
Phone 235-2223

Dial 472-2421

"this Better Illectricolly"

Fulton, KY,

• Large Display •
Well Lighted At Night •
•
• Open Sunday Afternoons

Green florist supplies

Cut flowers

Phone 47/-1303

In Operation 14 Years
'v. Ray
lding a
Line.

Dial 472-1412

Henry L Siegel Company, Inc.
Fulton and South Falter

Authorized Pontiac and Rambler [Maier
101 W. Stott Line

South Fulton, Tenn.

Gardners
Photos en this page courtesy

Studio, 218 Commercial Ave.

Phone 479-27/1

Fulton, K

Mrs. Pearl N. Arnett

DEATHS
i/rs. Erean Williams
Mrs. Erean Crutchfield Williams
lied Sunday evening in Jones Hospital following an illness of a
month.
Funeral services were held Tuesday morning in the Hornbeak Funeral Home chapel, with Rev. Gerald Stow and Rev. Frank Blaine
officiating. Burial was in Boaz
Chapel cemetery.
Mrs. Williams, 72, resided on
Sixth Street in Fulton. She was
born in Fulton County, the daughter of the late D. L. and Ellen
Adams Crutchfield. Her husband,
William Claudie Williams, preceded her in death in August 1951.
She was a member of the First
Baptist Church.
Surviving are two sons, Glenn
D. Williams of Fulton and Lowell
Williams of Grenada, Miss.; one
daughter, Mrs. James Hicks, Route
1, Fulton; one brother, Arthur
Crutchfield of Marble Hill, Mo.;
one half-sister, Mrs. Ivan Brady of
Fulton; one half-brother, Hershel
Crutchfield of Alaska; her stepmother, Mrs. Maggie Crutchfield of
Fulton. four grandchildren and two
great grandchildren.

Mrs. Addle Matthews
Funeral services for Mrs. Addie
Matthews were held in the McConnell Church of Christ Tuesday
afternoon, with Bro. Wyatt Hall,
of Bradford, Tenn. officiating. Burial was in -Walnut Grove Cemetery. Arrangements were in charge
of Doug Murphy Funeral Home of
Martin.
Mrs. Matthews, 80, a resident of
the McConnell community, died in
the Obion County General Hospital Monday morning, after a long
illness. She was a member of the
McConnell Church of Christ.
Surviving are two sons, Willie
Matthews of McConnell and Lynn
Matthews of Fulton; one daughter,
Mrs. Hughey Long of Memphis; a
daughter-in-law, Mrs. .Lawrence
Matthews of Fulton; a sister, Mrs.
Laura Mitchell of Memphis, nine
grandchildren and ten great grand.
children.

Funeral services for Mrs. l'earl
M. Arnett were held in the Water
Valley Methodist Church last Saturday afternoon, with Rev. Paul
McAdoo officiating. Burial was in
Bethlehem Cemetery near Pilot
Oak. Jackson Funeral Home of
Dukedom was in charge of arrangements.
Mrs Arnett, a resident of Water
Valley, died Thursday at 2:30 p. ni.
in Haws Memorial Nursing Home.
Surviving are two sons, Virgil
Arnett of Route 2, Water Valley,
and Wilson Arnett of Paducah;
two grandchildren, Sandra and
Perry Arnett, and three great
grandchildren.

I.E. Mount
Funeral services for R. E. Mount
were held Monday afternoon in the
Pilot Oak Baptist Church, with
Rev. Tip Willis and Rev. Kenneth
Yarbrough officiating. Burial was
in the church cemetery with Jackson Funeral Home in charge.
Mr. Mount, 92, a retired farmer
of the Pilot Oak community, died
last Sunday morning at his home,
following a long illness.
He was born in Gibson County,
Tenn., the son of the late Mr. and
Mrs. Thomas Mount.
Surviving are one daughter,
Mrs. Orby Bushart of Pilot Oak:
one brother, Emmett Mount, and
one sister. Mrs. Ernie Dickerson,
of Trezevant, Tenn., three grandchildren and eight great grandchildren.

Mrs. Albert Jones

Mrs. Albert Jones died at her
home near Cayce Monday afternoon. Funeral services were held
Wednesday. June 15. in the Rush
Creek Methodist Church, with Rev.
Raymond Wright officiating. Burial
in charge of Whitnel Funeral
Home, was in the Cayce cemetery.
Mrs. Jones. 90, was the former
Miss Clara Townsend. daughter of
the late Mr. and Mrs. John Townsend of near Hickman.
In addition to her huiband, she
is survived by two daughters, Mrs.
Paul Davis and Miss Christine
Jones, and one son, John Jones, all
of Route 4, Hickman; three grandINTER E ST—ING I
children, Mrs. Selma Mayfield,
The interest rate for all GI loans Mrs. Janie Barber and George
made since March 4, 1966, is 5 3-4 Jones, also four great grandchilpercent.
dren.

World's Poor
Is Subject Of
Circle Meeting
The June meeting of Circle One
of the First Methodist Church was
held in the home of Mrs. Rob
Fowlkes Monday afternoon at 2:30.
Mrs. J. T. Willey, the new chairman, presided, assisted by the secretary. Mrs. Louie Bard.
Mrs. Herman Williamson explained the meaning of "poverty", as
used in the theme of the program
which followed. Mrs. Roye Cooke
and Mrs. W. H. Magee gave reports on conditions among the
poor in India and Hong Kong, as
set forth in "A Personal Look at
Poverty Around the World" taken
from World Outlook.
Mrs. Smith Atkins reviewed "The
Developing Nations - Why Are
They So Poor", which was also
taken from World Outlook for June.
Mrs. Hattie Wood closed with the
devotional. using James 6.1.10 for
the scripture lesson.
The hostess served cake and a
fruit drink to seventeen members
and two visitors, Mrs. James L.
White of Los Angeles. Calif.. aod
Mrs W. E. Willey of Camden.
Arkansas.

HOSPITAL NEWS

The following were patients in
WE HAVE MOVED to our new
Fulton hospitals on Wednesday, location on Broadway, South PutJune 15:
ton: "The Little Red House". Our
new phone number is 479 1864.
S. P. Moore and Company
FULTON HOSPITAL
Terry Beadles, Mrs Ben Evans,
Mrs. R. E. Sarver, Abe Thompson,
Mrs. Ruth Williamson, Mrs Lossie
Douglas and baby, Mrs. Addie McDade, Mrs. Clara Freeman, Mrs.
Ima Phelps, Fulton, Sol Hancock,
Mrs. J. B. Barclay, Route 1, Fulton; Mrs. Alfred Vaughn, Mrs. L.
D. Dedmon, Route 2, Fulton; Mrs.
A. G. Campbell, Route 4, Fulton;
Will Montgomery, Curtis Vaughn,
Mrs. Clifton Inman, Mrs Orville
Smith, Clinton; George Golden,
Route. 1, Clinton; Walton Smith,
Route 3, Clinton; Mrs. W. W.
Koonce, Route 1, Wingo, Mrs.
Stella lactase, Route 2, Wingo;
Mrs. Attie Roberts, Mrs, Robert J.
Robey, Water Valley. Mrs. Frank
Thompson, Route 1, Water Valley;
Mrs. Billie Joe Brame, Route 2,
Water Valley; Full Brown. Dukedom; Mrs. Everett Dockery, Jr..
Crutchfield .

Famous Brand - Name
SHIRTS
Arrow
B. V. D.
Wings

FOR SALE - Conn saxophone.
Like new. U interested call
472-1600.

rv

iti/fTENNAS: We Install —
rracle-repair and move. Get our
prices. We aervice all makes TV
Phone 472-3643. Roper Television_
FOR RENT: Floor sanding ma
,hanire runaire Co.
ei
ind
ehine
"
edecerSeelectr
vacuic
umil"
clearsh
. Ex

Famous Brand - Name
SLACKS!
Levi
Haggar

WE RENT - - Hoipital

Presbyterian Youth
To Present Program

1411 Breadvray, Soul% Fatten
Phone 471.1144
—Armstrong Inlaid Linoleum
—Vinyl and Tile
—Downs and McGee Carpeting
—Upholstering, Modern &

Lots of other gifts ideas too.. .at the

LEADER STORE
434 Lake St.

StrE
thei
son

A SALUTE AND
THANKS TO OUR
DAIRY FARMERS—

S. P. MOORE & CO.

TOP FUGITIVES!
The Kentucky State Police have
a "Top Five Fugitive" program
patterned after the F. B. l.'s "Ten
Most Wanted" list.

Father's Day is Sunday!

FOR SALE - Old fashioned wall
telephones, perfect condition, rea•
sonable. Call or write Mrs. S. A.
Mason. Bardwell, Kentucky, phone
628-5437.

beds
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL
Baby beds
Mrs. Vernon Robey. Mrs. Susie
Hillman, Mrs. Gladys Allen, Mrs.
Vacuum Cleaners
Harry Pittman, Mrs, Dempsey
Floor polishers
Barber, Anita Campbell, Robert
Landers, Fulton; Almus
Mrs. G. A. Harrington, Water ValWADE MIN, CO.
ley, Mrs. Howell Jones, Mrs. Rob- Phone
472-1501 Fulton, Ky
ert Lucy and baby. Hickman: Mrs.
Arnold Wort, Dukedom; Donna
Kell. Mrs. Cletus Archer, 7.Irs.
A musical program, consisting of
Jimmie 'Dicker, W ingo. Mrs. Bobinstrumental and vocal numbers.
by Pruitt, Martin.
will be presented at 7 p m., next
Sunday. June 19th, at the L'oion
JONES HOSPITAL
Cumberland Presbyterian Church
by the youth of the church.
Mrs Henry Clime'', Joe WorkThe schedule for Sunday services man, Mrs James Fulcher and
is: Sunday School at 10 a. m., baby, Fulton. Charlie
Finch.
morning worship at It a. nt. Youth Crutchfield,'James
Brundige,
and Crusader meetings at 6:15 Route 3. Martin. Mrs. Raimey•
p. m., and evening worship at 7 Bailey and baby. Chicago.
p. m. The public is cordially invited to attend any or all of these
services.
EVERYBODY READS
In the fiscal year 1964-65 96 million books were checked out of libraries all over Kentucky: in 195253 only 26 million books were circulated.
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Is Yours A
'ONE BANK' Family?

especially those in this area whom we've known as
customers, friends and neighbors!
During the many, Many years we have worked quite closely with
our local dairy farmers — serving their personal and family banking
needs; helping them, through prompt low-cost credit services, to
further their plans for the care and improvement of their land, livestock, equipment and buildings — we have become keenly aware of
their special effort and enterprise, as dairy farmers, in producing a
great variety of products essential to the health and vitality of our
nation and its people
Therefore, because JUNE IS DAIRY MONTH, we want to take this
••• opportunity to join our fellow citizens throughout America in
saying
"Thank you!" and in praising the dairy farmers, their families
and
their "dairy foods — the best refreshers under the sun"!
To our local dairy farmers and neighbors we add a year-around
invitation: Come into our bank and see how many ways we —
and our
services—can help you, your family and your farm. Come in soon!

COMPLETE BANKING SERVICES
— Home Improvement Loans
— Checking & Savings Accts
— Farm Loans
— Personal Loans
— Checking Accounts
— Savings Accounts
— Bank-by-Mail
— Auto Loans
— Appliance Loans
— Safety Deposits
— Repair Loans
& Other Loans

r'FULL'
ERVICE
BANK

It's easy, and it pays ... to be • "one bank" family. In *de ono
bank, you'll find .very banking service you went ... you'll save
time, enjoy greater convenience, and be assured of helpful, •••

•••••••

perionced attention to all your finenci•I rends. Bank with as .. .

— Home Mortgage Loans
— Banking by Mail
— Bank Money Orders
— Safety Deposit Boxes

you can bank on oil

... To The Dairy Farmer ...
Our Bank's Praise and Thanks

WE APPRECIATE THE
VALUED PATRONAGE
OF OUR FARM FRIENDS

The City National Bank
LAKE STREET

ULTON

KY

FULTON BANK
MEMBER FDIC

FULTON, KY.
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Miss Donna Johnson, Sherell Olive
To Be Married In August Ceremony

rgs

Miss Johnson
Mr. and Mrs. R. W. Johnson, of East Clay
Street in Clinton, announce the engagement of
their daughter, Donna, to Sherell Brown Olive,
son of Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Olive of Fulton.
The bride-elect was graduated from Hickman
County High School. She is now a sophomore at
Murray State University, majoring in elementary
education.
The bridegroom-to-be received his Bachelor of
Science degree in agriculture from Murray State
University in May. In the fall he plans to begin
work on his Masters degree in vocational agriculture at the University of Kentucky.
Miss Johnson's maternal grandparents are Mrs.
Dessie Wyatt of Clinton and the late Mr. Grover
Wyatt. Her paternal grandparents are the late Mr.
and Mrs. Ed Johnson.
Mr. Olive's maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. L. F. Brown and his paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Olive, all of Fulton.
An August wedding is being plahned.
ants to the governors, the governors' wives, and the governors
Continued from Pee On.0
ernor's Conference that meets at themselves on the night of their
errival
at Kentucky DITTI Village.
Kentucky Dam Village beginning
September 17.
If I were to mike a curbstone
Governor Breathitt an, our dear, statement I'd say that this is the
and long-time friend Mack Sisk, most fabulous offer that has ever
who is the guiding force in the come to our twin cities and I want
program planning, are enthusiastic you to know that we've got to put
about our entertaining the press the big pot in the little pot to put
corps, the administrative assist- on a show that these distinguished

NOTEBOOK—

Mr.and Mn.Clint Maxfield

SPECIAL!
32 x 21-inch Stainless Steel

Double-compartment Sinks

$22.50
Food Waste Disposer

$35.00
We also carry RCA washers and dryers

Campbell's Plumbing Supply
909 Arch Street

472-1459

guests will never forget.
In giving the program some
thought, Mack and I have come to
the conclusion that it would be out
of this world to decorate the meeting room like a banana plantation.
There we would exhibit the South
American arts and crafts that
should have already arrived to be
shown at the Festival. In addition
we are planing for a Latin-American Folk Festival, a fashion show,
and free bananas everywhere.
Mack is one of the most talented
and creative public relation:, experts we have ever known. With
the incentive offered him by the
unique nature of our Festival, that
program should be network material, pure and simple.
But gee, we need a lot of help.
Won't you please volunteer, so our
work and our planning will be easier? Don't be bashful! We really
need you and we'd rather know you
wanted to help than for us to have
to ask you and never know whether
YOU did so reluctantly or enthusiastically. How about it!
Billy Edd Returns
I'll tell you more about it later,
but July 29 is Twin City and Fulton
County night at Kenlake Amphitheatre. Betty Riddle of Madisonville is managing the amphitheatre
program this year and doing a
swell job of it.
She is arranging a special program for our area . .
and the
thing that will make the whole
event a real sentimental one is
that our old friend, Billy Edd
Wheeler, "Mr. Rivers," of Stars in
My Crown drama, will present the
program that night.
Billy End was so wonderful in
promoting our Festival that we
really ought to go see him perform out of sheer gratitude, if not
for the wonderful entertainment he
offers. Put this on your "must"
list . . Friday, July 29 at Ken.
lake Amphitheatre.

Engagement Of Christina Meadows Miss Holder, Mr. McMorries Plan
To Eugene Martin Of Local Interest July Wedding, Her Parents Reveal

Miss Meadows
Mr. and Mrs. N. L. Meadows, Jr., of Cleveland,
Mississippi, anounce the engagement of their daughter,
Christina Ann, to Mr. Horace Eugene Martin of Vicksburg, Mississippi. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
Duckworth Martin of Vicksburg.
The wedding will be soleemnized on June twentyfifth at three o'clock in the afternoon in St. Paul's
Catholic Church in Vicksburg.

The bride-elect was graduated
from Central City, Kentucky High
School, where she was a class officer, member of the Beta Club
and an honor student. She attend—
ed Kentucky Wesleyan College at
Owensboro. Kentucky and was a
member of the Wesleyan Players
and the Student Education Association. She currently attends
Delta State College in Cleveland,
where she is a member of Delta
Playhouse, Alpha Psi Omega national honorary fraternity and is
sweetheart of Phi Kappa Tau fraternity. Her sorority is Sigma
Kappa.
Mr. Martin graduated from St.
THE PSYCHIATRIST asked the
busy executive who had brought Aloysius High School in Vicksburg.
his wife in for treatment what her
trouble was. The reply: "Well, uh.
what's-her-name here says
I
haven't been paying enough attion to her."
Mrs. William Berger, Louisville

Pen Pal
Home folks have been receiving
mail from Mandel Brown and
Gordon Jones who are visiting
friends in Ecuador. You can add
two more folks to the long list of
people who give "rave" notices to
that incomparably beautiful land
in South America. Mandel has been
to see Ambassador and Mrs.
Wymberley Coerr and other people
in Ecuador who are interested in
Fulton. so you know he must be
having a wonderful time, just as
all of us did.

Neighborly
I've always wantea to be the
kind of neighbor who had time to
go visit the neighbors with some
kind of a little gift in hand ... like
a covered dish maybe. I've been so
busy these last few years that a
covered dish is about all it would
be too .. . nothing in it.
This year there's going to be a
change, I think. If the Lord's willing and the litter of dogs at our
house are willing, I'll have enough
tomatoes to keep the whole neighborhood supplied.
That's not a promise, understand!
Just a hope.
50 Years-Still Happy
I have written about and helped
celebrate many golden wedding
anniversaries in my life-time, but
I believe that the event observed
last week by Margaret and Clint
Maxfield was one of the sweetest
and most sentimental I have every
enjoyed. This lovely couple was entertained with a surprise party for
the occasion, but before the dinner,
the couple had a special religious
service in their honor at St. Edward's Catholic Church.
Many of the couple's close friends
shared the renewal of their wedding vows with them, while members of the family shared the pride
of everybody there. Making the occasion happier and more complete
was the fact that Mrs. Maxfield's
two sisters, Mrs. John Daly of Chicago and Mrs. Thomas Walsh of
Wilmette, Ill. were here to offer
their congratulations and happy
returns of the day.
Helen Dunn, with her two children Mary Helen and David were
beaming at the stunning couple who
said "I do," again. Greetings, flowers and gifts came from all over
these United States. I must say,
it couldn't have happened to a
nicer couple.
I'd like to say I hope they enjoy
the next half century as much as
they have the last . . . but is that
necessary?
Pretty Co-.dl
Have intended calling Jean McCarthy to ask how it feels to be a
co-ed again, but simply haven't
had the time. I had intended registering with Jean at UTMB to take
a course in English composition
and Spanish, but I don't have time
to speak either language, much
less study it. R. Paul is at summer school at Martin and says he
sees his "college chum" around. I
must try to visit Jean soon to get
all the campus scuttle-butt.

He also attends Delta State, where
hc is vice president of his fraternity, Phi Kappa Tau, a member of
the Delta Playhouse and president
of the Interfraternity Council.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mrs. Anna Belle Edwards of Fulton and the late Mr.
George Thomas Edwards of McComb. Mississippi, and Mr. and
Mn. N. L. Meadows, Sr., of Milan,
Tennessee.
Mr. Martin is the grandson of
the late Mr. and Mrs. Peter
Charles Nause of Meridian, Mississippi, and Mrs. Benjamin Eugene
Martin and the late Mr. Martin of
Westminster, South Carolina.

Miss Holder
A July wedding is being planned
by Miss Marion Blake Holder and
Charles Lynn McMorries, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Russell McMorries of Fulton, Kentucky. The
r
emaogtabgeerin emnrts ma AnnounNcedel
Nelms, and
Tennes.
Humboldt,
of
Nelms
Mr
see.

Miss Holder is a graduate of
Humboldt High School in the class
of 1965, and a graduate of Mid
State College in Nashville, Tennessee, in June 1966. She is presently
employed as a medical technologist in Green Hills, Nashville, Tennessee.
She is the granddaughter of Mrs.
C. A. Blake and the late Mr. Blake
of Humboldt and of Mrs. R. W.
Holder and the late Mr. Holder,

also of Humboldt.
The prospective onaegroom is
1965 graduate of South Fulton Higl
School. He has attended Mid Stati
College of Medical Technology an
is now studying dental laborator:
technology at Nashville Dente
Laboratory, Inc., of Nashville
Tennessee.
Mr. McMorries' grandparents an
the late Mr. and Mrs. James Al
fred Johnson of Fulton and Gm
late Mr. and Mrs. William Edge.
McMorries, also of Fulton.
The couple will be married Jul
3rd at three o'clock in the after
noon in Grace Methodist Church a
Humboldt, Tennessee.
No invitations to the weddln;
will be sent, but friends and rela
lives of the families are invited.

WE SALUTE THE DAIRY FAIN
Who
Knows
So
Well
How
to...

RR BETTER
LECH

...and i.tve Better Electric
We are proud to serve the dairy farmers of
this area with the electric power that makes
such a big difference to them in operating a
profitable business.

We are proud, also, to serve the dairy farmer's wife with
the electricity that makes living on a farm as conveniently
modern as in any city.
WE SALUTE the Dairy Farmers for the important contribution they are making to the food needs and the economy of
our community.
Hickman - Fulton Counties'

Rural Electric Cooperative Corporation
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TVA Sponsors
Forestry Tour
For Woodlands

Kentucky Declared Eligible
For Grants For Recreation

John P. Wilrell, secretary; and
son, treasurer.
plans for
This group also made
program
the rest of the 1966 club
Rally, exwhich includes District
picnic;
Bureau
the
hibits at the Farm
At the summer meeting of
shows, judging
Fulton County 4-H club council, beef and dairy
Carl Mikel was elected President teams at the Mid-South Fair and
for next year; Mrs. Zoma Moss, the camping program.
vice president; Mrs. Mildred Ter-

require, a little different treatment. Excessive amounts of agriculture limestone and fertilizer
would be wasted under certain
crops,' while insufficient amounts
under other crops would be just
Kentucky has been declared
matching Federal and other urban areas.
as disastrous.
On Thursday, June 23, 1966. the eli;lble for
No home builder would attempt Kentucky Division of Forestry and grants to acquire and develop State
Initial eligibility for the grant
plan
a
without
areas. program is for a limited period
building a house
V. A. Division of Forestry De- and local outdoor recreation
7•saas and knowing just how much ma- T.
in part, on the State's probased,
tour
a
velopment are sponsoring
State
Finance Commissioner gram and schedule for improving
terial would be required. To ferti- for Individuals interested in forest
Felix Joyner in announcing the its plan. The plan is to be updated,
lize without a soil test could be as or woodland investment.
grants, said that to qualify, a state revised, refined in detail and
costly. Today every farmer has
statewide
access to soil testing service. I beotherwise strengthened on a conThe group will meet at Kaler at is required to develop a
Wish M PRYOR
planlieve, however, it is very important 9:30 AM C. S. T. and leave from outdoor recreation plan and
tinuing basis.
the
to
aggfaloma Awl.Ilion.&total Rama
it
submit
discussed
and
ning
be
program
northresults
in
farm
Bureau Director Edward C.
that the test
there to R. C. Cox's
require- east Graves County.
Interior Department's Bureau of Crafts said Kentucky may now apAgricultural limestone and fer- with the farmer, so that
Kentucky's
understood.
Recreation.
Outdoor
ply for grants for 50 per cent of
tilizer recommendations based on ments, will be better
Doug Boardman, T. V. A. Man- pan was found adequate for initial the cost of State and local governIt is also important to know
.i reliable soil test is one of the
Forester, will show facts qualification for the 25-year pro- ment land acquisition and developnost important essentials in dairy. something of the history of the agement
from Mr. Con's wood- gram.
ment projects designed to meet
;nig. Throughout the year many fields being tested. Most tests will and figures
timberland investJoyner said Kentucky's share of priority public outdoor recreation
tgricultural agencies have promot- give you a reaction if rock phos- land that prove
and
1965
pays.
ment
is
it
years
and
the
needs identified in the State plan.
the fund for fiscal
..1:1 this phase of dairying,
phate has ever been added to
The fund supports 50 per cent
1966 is $1,337,232. Kentucky's initial
till often left out of the farming farm. This should be taken into
May
until
matching grants for statewide outperiod of eligibility lasts
consideration when making phosTogram.
who
Joyner,
to
recreation planning as well as
door
10.
according
1967,
tions.
crop
phate recommenda
To me fertilizing the coming
administers this cooperative Fed- for State and local acquisition and
vithout a soil test is much the
High quality agriculture limeKentucky.
t projects. Preparation
in
developmen
program
eral-State
Joe Martin, County Agent
ame as milking the same herd stone is a must for all agriculture
He said Kentucky's plan calls for of the initial version of Kentucky's
Union City. Tenn,
:ear after year and never weigh- and especially dairying. Alfalfa,
Park
State
financially with
assisted
on
was
plan
initial emphasis
rig a cow's milk. This leaves the our most valuable roughage, must
planning, acquisition and develop- a $29,150 planning grant from the
Iairyman always guessing, just have a pH of about 7 in order to
ING TIME FOR
BACKRUBB
State
a
fund.
ment. It also emphasizes
tow much should this cow have thrive. Fine, high quality agriculLIVESTOCK
program for protecting free-flowt feeding time, or spread about ture limestone is the most ecoing rivers and scenic streams, and
o much agriculture limestone on nomical material used on the
HIGH SCHOOL ESSENTIAL!
Last week I observed a number
ations for scenic highhe back 40. It has never been lim- farm. It will give more dollars re- of herds of beef cattle where the recommend
ways.
School graduation is the
High
than
invested
turned per dollar
use of a backrubber for the control
State outdoor recreation plans minimum education now considered
Each crop that is to be grown other plant foods when needed. of flies would be a profitable prac•
need
and
demand
is
supply,
when
essential for an individual to be
Now the big question is,
tice. All research proves that cat- evaluate
signifi- able to carry his own weight in solimestone needed and how much" tle having access to such a fly con- for areas and facilities for
activities,
recreation
ciety, according to a special report
The only way is with a soil test, trol measure make more econom- cant outdoor
according to U. S. Secretary of the prepared by Governor Edward T.
If it is needed buy the best ma- ical and effficient gains. The
Udall.
Breathitt's Commission on Higher
Interior Stewart L.
terial that is available regardless
Backrubbers have come into plans include an action program Education.
of cost.
widespread use for control of tit. for meeting priority need:
Throughout the south thousands nig flies on cattle in the field. Good
In accordance with Prerident
CLASSES FOR RETARDED'
of acres were once planted to cot- control of horn or cow flies and Johnson's natural beauty program,
ton, then became depleted and fairly good control of face flies the plans are expected to provide
Four classes for mentally retard.
of
types
were
eroded badly. Today many of can be had. Stationary
for protection and enhancement of ed and handicapped children
these acres are being brought back rubbers, with the rubber being the quality of a state's outdoor en- started in Leslie County in Februinto production through soil test- strung between posts sunk in the vironment generally, Udall said.
ary 1966 as part of a special comin
ing, grass, legumes, and dairying. ground or between trees or
In use of fund grant,, states are prehensive health program directed
similar situations, have been in
attention by the Kentucky Department of
Proper management is the key use. Ordinarily rubbers are placed expected to give priority
serving needs of metropolitan Health.
to
to farm profits today. Make every near feed, water or salt. Effective
Ar..*<.nnas Installed
dollar do its share of earning. This backrubbers can be made from
means we cannot waste dollars on barb wire and worn out feed sacks.
urtneeded plant food or low quality
Backrubbers have been limited
agriculture limestone.
in use to beef cattle only, since
chemicals in use cause
control
be
will
Thrifty dairy farmers
TELEVISION
illegal residues to appear in the
around for many June dairy milk of dai,ry cows. One material,
306 Main Phone 472-3643 months to come.
Ciodrin. now is available that
dairy cows can utilize on backrub.
bets. All other materials given beYon11 Say they're dencioasi
low are for beef cattle use ONLY.
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Carl !Chef President
Of 4-H Club Council
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Crossword Puz
AIME
MEMEAMMEM
IMMEMAIMMOAIMM
MINIMAIMEMMIIMM
iimmemmo
.
NM:mi
WARM= AMIE

ACROSS
1. Prophet
5. War god
9. Head: slang
12. Scarce
13. Greater
14. Extinct bird
1.5. Stuff
13-. Odder
18. Exclamation
19. Jot
'-1. Utensils
t. Stop
11. Puts
.1'1. Let it stand
21. Tall grass
29. Corded
fabric
31.1t is
32. Amphibian
34. Roster
36. Scotch river
38. Hindu
garment
40. Paragraph
43. Otherwise
45. Herb
47. Age
441. Apportions

TV

SERVICE
REPAIRS

FeBoa Ky.

Laker Street

- 137X -

Fulton Insurance Agency
FOR 7017E

• FARM AND AUTO INSURANCE
• FARMER'S LIABIL/TY COVERAGE
• FARM LOANS
WS MAIN STREIT

OFFICE PHONE 472-13S1
liENTUcNY

BACKRUBBERS OIL SOLUTIONS
Dilute following insecticides to
desired percentage with No. 2 fuel
, oil or kerosene. Use one of the EC
solutions, in amounts given, per
gallon of oil.
Days between
application &
slaughter
0
50% Malathion 2.3 cup
0
25% Methoxychlor 1 qt
60% Toxaphene 113 cups 30
24% Ronne! 10 tablespons 55
38% Ciodrm 6 tablespoons 0
30
25% DDT 1 qt.
Soak backrubber with 1.2 gallon
per 10 linear feet. Repeat every 2
to 3 weeks. Observe given time
limits between application and
slaughter. Backrubbers aid in lice
and face fly control, with DDT,
runnel, methoxychlor, and taxaphene being most effective against
face flies.

Bagworms are starting to hatch
on evergreen shrubbery around
homes. They are small now and
hard to see. They are easily killed
now with most any insecticide.
When they get big in late July,
they can kill a host shrub. The only
control materials then are Zectran
and Cygon or hand picking.
FARM DATES TO REMEMBER
June 21 • Feeder Pig Sale - Lexington
June 29 - Field Day, Experiment
Station - Jackson.

„Charles Noon Farm
To Host Field Day .
All 4-11 club and FFA Beef calf
club members are invited to attend a Field Day on the Charles
Moon far near Fulton. Wednesday,
June 22, to observe demonstrations
on grooming, fitting and showing
beef animals.
John H. Vaughan, Area Beef
Specialist, will conduct the demonstrations to help club members
get their calves ready for the Fulton County beef show during the
Farm Bureau picnic. The picnic
will be held at the Union Presbyterian Church on August 10. This
will also help the members get
ready for the Murray District Show
which will be held on October 3rd.

FOOD FOR THE POOR I
Last year 12 more counties were
added to the Federal-State food
stamp program, making it possible
for low-income families to buy food
worth nearly $7 million.

Southern Bell
4

•

DRIVERS INCREASING!
The number of licensed drivers
in Kentucky increased by 44 per
cent between 1954 and 1964.

Your choice of plate, cup or saucer
when you buy 7 gallons of
ASHLAND VITALIZED GASOLINE
are
These sparkling luncheor, sets in an Early American crystal design
...
Ideal for use indoors and outdoors ... at lunch time ... snack time
collecting
and party time. You'll want several place settings, so start
each
FREE
your plates, cups and saucers now. You get your choice
time you buy seven gallons of Ashland Vitalized Gasoline.
disThis offer is limited and available only at your Ashland Oil Dealer
playing the "FREE LUNCHEON SET" sign!

10. Egg
II. B eaks
17. Negatives
20. Bi ne: anat.
23. Haters
25. Racers
28. Perform
30. Italian river
33. Since
35 Musical note
DOWN
36. Reduce
37. Number
I. Bowman
Ventured
39.
2. Nautical
41. Expunger
3. Mouths:
Fireplace
42.
anat.
ledge
4. Prefix: half
b. Netherlands 44. Ever: poetic
46. Tantalum:
city
chem.
6. Turn
49. Simmer
7. Go astray
51. Bitast
8. Chair
54 Reverence
9. DISCUSS
56. Yale
terms

57. Prefix:
50. Pierce
Thrise
52. Article
53 Catch up 58. Pitcher
59. On sheltered
with
side
55. Repose
60. Printer's
measures
I. Marries
62. Lass
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Plan on coming up in September, page 7
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and resurfacing of primary and
will come to see you. Enjoy your
State secondary roads.
each week. Keep up the
write-up
UK, was home over the week end
Projects, which have been ad- !1•1111Blelee
good works.
vertised in 109 counties, also in• AUSTIN SPRINGS and preached to the Baptist
Sincerely,
Miami, Florida
of Water Valley. Many
Church
clude construction of major and
Friel&
By Mrs. Carey
were out to hear the young minisMrs. John Moore
June 9, 1966
minor bridges; landscaping and
him their support and
give
and
ter
rest
of
construction
929 Cooper No. 3
beautification;
Rev. Russell Rodgers filled his encouragement.
areas, and the building and im- Dear Jo and Paul:
Memphis, Tennessee
Salem
New
at
appointment
regular
provement of county roads.
Mr. and Mrs. Rex Frields, hi,
By Gov. Edward T. Breathitt
This is the first opportunity I
Baptist Church the past Sunday at
Much of the construction and
Mrs. Ed Frields, Mrs. Eric
have had to write and tell you
11 a. m. The evening worship was mother,
UNftED STATES SENATE
reconstruction in prospect is on the what a pleasure it was to see you
and granddaughter.
Cunningham
to gospel singing, as is the
rural-aecondary system, sometimes again. One of the best parts of my Committee on Foreign Relations devoted
Lynn,
of Dresden, wen.
Tracy
congregational
date for class and
called farm-to-market roads. This trip across the State, has been
of Grant Bynum
visitors
Sunday
June 6, 1966
practice.
states—Texas and North Carolina system is financed with two cents
FRANKFORT - - Margaret.
and
daughter,
I
had
friends
made
—exceeded Kentucky in mileage of the state's seven-cent-a-gallon meeting with
Mrs. Faye Henderson, of ChiMrs. Paul Westpheling, President
This may well become a year of built and improved without Federal gasoline tax. More than $22 mil- elsewhere.
Mrs. John Mitchell remain,
Banana Festival
cago, spent last week with her
record-breaking highway construc- funds.
Thank you, too, for the extra International
unable to be up
lion annually is spent on the sysWess Jones, and Mrs. about the same,
brother,
428
Box
paper
tion in Kentucky.
and
for
copies of the Fulton
at this time. We hope to get a.
tem.
village.
and
this
built
nearby
With
1,394 miles of road
Jones
the very nice things you said in the Fulton, Kentucky
report
soon.
better
much
I say this advisedly in view of
improved during 1965, U. S. DeAnother $10 million is appropri- "Jo's Notebook" section of later
the early-season contracts and the partment of
Mrs. Elva Rhodes returned home
Dear Mrs. Vestpheling:
Commerce figures ated out of the road fund by the copy.
home,
returned
McGuire
Richard
Thurson
she
bids
where
of
planned opening
Saturday from Illinois,
show that Kentucky was topped Legislature for the County Aid
Thank you very much for your spent some five weeks with her in this district No. 1, Friday aftei
After leaving Fulton, I went to
day May 5 for 90 highway pro- only by Texas, 3,140; North Caro- Road Program, twice the appropriMay
a
in
treatment
days
several
material
the
and
24
May
I
of
there
rang
letter
and
while
Asheville
jects, whieh will bring this years lina,
children, Mr. and Mrs. Buddy
2.103; Louisiana, 1,428, and ation before 1964.
Jerry Ball in Charlotte, only to on the International Banana Fes- O'Brian, getting acquainted with field hospital, but has to remain
total construction to 876 million.
Iowa, 1,415.
few
a
for
very
sick
was
He
a-bed.
entival.
her new grandson, born to the
As of April 1 this year, Ken- find that he was fulfilling an
My further expectation is that
days.
O'Brian family a few weeks ago.
Road work of every type has tucky had completed and opened gagement in Asheville! He came
Kentucky after this year will conSubcormnitthe
of
Chairman
As
tinue to rank high among all the been advertised thus far in Ken- to traffic 317 miles of Interstate 'round in the morning to my motel tee on Latin American Affai s of
Rex Frields arrived from Los
tucky, including Interstate con- highways and 275 miles of park- and drove me home to Charlotte, the Senate Foreign Relations om- Angeles Tuesday of last week and
states in road building.
ANSWERS TO PUZZLE
In 1965, only four states built and struction and paving; Appalachian ways, a total of 592 miles of our where I met his wife, his two mittee, I was very interested to joins his wife, the former Evie McON PAGE SIX
wilan,
improved more miles of road than projects, construction or recon- planned 1,100-mile Interstate and daughters and their quite absurd read about your program, and I
and is visiting his mother,
only two struction of major primary routes, parkway system. Many additional Poodle WM.
did Kentucky, and
opportunity to 11 rs. Ed Frields, and other eelsthis
take
to
want
mon MOM
noon
with
I shall take back to tngland
miles of Interstate are under confor everything you t. es around the area. They
LIMMO r:COO OMM
me so many happy and interesting commend you
struction.
home to California the latter
improve United
turn
help
to
doing
are
pannmnon
MMMM
memories, of which one of the most
rt of the week, traveling by
relations.
mn OCOU NOCOP
In June we plan to sell revenue outstanding will be the trip to States-Latin American
and.
GIMM Elmo COME
bonds for both the Purchase and Ecuador, and Jo's vivid account of
I am glad you had a khance to
Bro. Charles Wall filled the putLune nnou man
Prinyrile Parkways and, hopefully, it in the paper will enable me to meet my sister when you participit at Knob Creek Church of
acmn MGM
have both under construction this recall it in every detail.
pated in a Seminar at the Univer- Christ the past Sunday at 11 a. M.,
mnn norm tran:
Mercer and Cynthie have asked sity of Kentucky.
year. The Western Kentucky Parkmeeting his congregation on time.
Donn a'OMN GOD
way will be extended 10 to 12 miles to be remembered to you both.
mnsnn Dann no
With kind regards, and every Sunday School is held at ten
Yours very sincerely,
to connect with I-24.
o'clock.
01100GMM9 OGOO
go- wish,
Philippa Snewin
nmEr3 WOG
GOO
Construction of a total of 433 6
feeling
isn't
Mrs. Dave Mathis
Sincerely,
nmn MOO mon
miles has been approved by the
quite so well at her home, this vilCommission,
Regional
Appalachian
/s/ Wayne Morse
lage. Her health has been on the
June 13, 196"
of which 76.2 miles have been dedecline for several months and we
signated "quickstart" projects. Dear Mrs. Westpheling:
hope she will improve soon.
GOOD CAREI
Completion of the Mountain ParkMrs. Pansy Stafford left Sunday Parts For All Electric
You will find enclosed money for
way extension between Quicksand
Los Angeles, after a week here
for
Veterans who served in the Armand Hazard will shorten the dis- my subscription. I really enjoy
her brothers, Bud and Bee
with
1955.
31,
January
after
my
Forces
ed
was
Fulton
as
tance between Jackson and Haz- the papers,
She went to Memphis to Shavers Al:
McClain.
home for over forty years. I feel may be eligible for VA hospital and
ard by 19 miles.
a jet, after being here to atboard
medical
examinacare,
that
domiciliary
each week as I read the paper
tend the funeral and burial of her
I do not have room in the space I have made a visit to Fulton. tion and prosthetic appliances.
ANDREWS
mother, Mrs. J. Lawrence Mcso moor
allotted to mention all the projects
Jewelry Company
Clain, a week ago.
contemplated, but I do want to
Paul Jones Frields, a student at
say in a general way that highway
Johnson Hill Named
855, $155.,
4
News From Our
construction and reconstruction
are planned in all sections of the
Kentucky Straight Bourbon,. Proof aim Proof Bottled-In-Bond.
Membership Go-Getter
Boys In The
state.
Yellowstone DratIllery Co LoursYrile Kevrocky.

Letters et Interest

LET'S LOOK
IT OVER

l
ra

Yellowstone
outsells your
Bourbon here
in Kentucky,
the home
of Bourbon.
It's worth a
try,isn't it?

6 years old.

•

•

Wheredoyawannago?
Downtown to shop 1111111110Iui
down the street to the drive-in or

Johnson Hill, membership chairman for the Marshall Alexander
Post No. 72, American Legion, has
been named to the Kentucky Department's list of Century Club GoGetters for having enrolled more
than 100 members this year.
Mr. Hill has been advised that
the present membership of the Department is 25,908, an increase of
745 over last year

Brown Family Moves
To Tullahoma, Tenn.

Take off and travel
in a new Chevrolet!

The W. B Brown family has
moved from Paducah to Tullahoma, Tenn. where Mr. Brown is
employed by the A. E. D. C., after
working at the Carbide plant in
Paducah for the past twelve years.
He has been in Tullahoma for several months' and moved his family
last week.
Mr. Brown is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Brown of Dukedom.

SERVICE
PARRIS ISLAND, S. C. May 26—
Marine Private Joe C. Roberts,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Dee Roberts
of 502 Gholson St., Fulton, Ky.,
was graduated from Marine recruit training at the Marine Corps
Recruit Depot here.
During his eight weeks of intensified recruit training under veteran noncommissioned officer Drill
Instructors, he learned small arms
marksmanship, bayonet fighting,
and methods of selfprotection. He
also received instruction in military drill, history and traditions
of the Marine Corps, and other
academic subjects.
He will undergo four weeks of
individual combat training and
four weeks of basic specialist
training in his military occupational field before being assigned to a
permanent unit.

CONSTRUCTION TO BEGIN
Construction will begin in the
summer of 1966 on Kentucky's educational television network. Funds
STATE STARTS RECRUITING
to net up the network were providThe State Department of Correc- ed in the 1966-68 State budget.'
tions, thrugh July 1966, will be readditional correctional
cruiting
Support Banana F•stival
officers.

Results Assured
on Pickles Cured

SPEAS
VINEGAR

with
Apple Cider or White Distilled

HOME SITU
KOSHER DILL PICKLES
To exh quart jar adds
I heed fresh dill
2 to 3 cloves garlic
(depending on size)
I small red or green hot pepper (optional)
Select fresh-firm. cucumbers—
•
wash and peck In ears
Bring to a boil:
2 quarts wader
1 quart Speas distilled or cider vinegar
1 cup non-Iodized salt
Pour hot solution over cucumbers end seal.
Picklso will be ready in 3 to 4 weeks depending on the size of the cucumbers. For plain
dill pickles the Odle buds can be omitted-

LIFE

FREE1rpsArn,. , All.Tphees.ss Uses

25-pags booklet,'Why Didn't Someone Tell
.
frPVEZgaCriIM42AIN7.
•2400 Nicholson Avg. Kansas City, Missouri,

SECURITY FEDERAL ANNOUNCES
AN EXTRA DIVIDEND
HERE'S HOW IT WORKS....
BEGINNING JUNE 1 THRU JULY 15
open a new
— If you add $200 to your present account or
attractive ball
account in this amount, you will receive an
point pen.

now
1966 Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan with eight features
standard tor your added safety—including back-up lights and
gut belts front and rear (always buckle up!).

What you get is • The meticulous
coachwork of Body by Fisher that surrounds you with rich appointments, deeptwist carpeting • Full Coil suspension that
uncrinIcles roads • Magic-Mirror finish
feet.
• Gobs of room for hips, legs and
Whet you can add includes • Corncondifortron automatic heating and air
tioning—spring weather the year round •
AM-FM multiplex stereo radio • Tilttelescopic steering • Power everything—
brakes, windows, seats, steering.
See your Chevrolet dealer now. You'll
never find a better time to buy,
so Whatayawaitinfor?
Big-saving summer buys on
Chevrolet, Chevelle, Chevy
Et and Corvair.
•

See your
Chevrolet dealer
for fast, fast
delivery on all
kinds of Chevrolets
...V8's and 6's!

or open a new
— Add $500 to your present savings account
lawn
account in this amount, and receive a comfortable
chair.
a new account
— Add $1,000 to your present account or open
clock.
alarm
electric
an
receive
and
amount,
this
in
DEPOSITS MADE BY THE 10TH OF THE
MONTH EARN DIVIDENDS AS OF THE 1ST
OF THE MONTH. WE PAY THE MISSOURI
INTANGIBLE TAX.

SAVE REGULARLY---HERE IT PAYS

LM

Iv 3087

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick, Inc.
FOURTH STREET

FULTON

PHONE 472-2488

'
IECURITY FEDERAL.
0 'Si
MAI 11/iSTc

taut taw
orrtaAtTautr •socatf9v4400.!,,,,,,,

CAMPS FOR BOYS/

Buyer
Be
Wise,

BEWARE!

Two State-operated camps for
delinquent boys opened in Kentucky in 1965: one near Lake Cumberland and another at Woodsbend
in Morgan County. A third camp
%ill be opened soon in Boone County.
Romocialad Lately?
Fix Up-Company's Canting

FEDERAL GRANT—

Called for building a sandwich shop trails are also planned.
an area's economy. It must create
VETS BENEFITS!
for "off-hour" food service: •! Bell gave no timetable
on de- a favorable economic impact in its, Veterans who served after Janrecreation ta cames development I velopment of the planned projects.. region and assist in creation of ad.! uary 31, 1955, may ..JW be
eligible
missioner stated
consisting of three shuffleboard Ile said construction contracts will damns' longterm employmei.t opfor Educational Assistance. Home
Besides the 96 x 48 foot com- courts,
a multi-purpose court for be advertised as soon as architects' portunities.
and Farm loans, Medical Care, Job
munity pool, plans also call for tennis,
plans
are
completed and he was
basketball and other court
The Commissioner
said the Placement, Federal Employment
building a 20 x 20 foot children's '
games,
miniature golf hopeful construction could begin at Parks Department has applied for Preference
and Burial Flags. Full
pool and improvements to the ex- course; and a
a fuellired incinerator for the earliest possible date.
grants
for
other
parks
other
de. information is available at VA
isting bathhouse.
trash and waste disposal, and addiThe E D. A grant is made after velopment.
Regional Offices.
In the original application to the tional park personnel housing. that
office evaluates what impact
E. D. A. for funds, plans sumbitted Scenle landscaping and hiking the
proposed project will have on
Remodeled Lately?
Festival Needs Your Help
(Continued from Page Onel

ity Wart Anitinn, &none GSOWIll

DIAL 472-1997

lucky
Amer
day

at seS
FHA
LOU I
Mis.
hers,
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"Free" Magazine May Cost You
On TV Phone "Surv•y"

Storm Doors

Insulation

Siding-Roofing
Windows
When your phone rings and a
Awni
FHA To -0
pleasant, persuasive voice tells
you "this is a T. V. program survey—BEWARE.
It, of course, could be a legitimate survey, but in Kentucky the
odds are that it is a magazine
400 Main
Bill T•yler
subscription "gimmick."
Regardless of your answers to
the questions asked, you will be
Informed that you have won a
"free" subscription to certain
magazines.
You will be advised that while
:he magazines are free, it will be between Martin and Union City
lecessary for you to pay the postThur. Fri. June 16-17
age and handling. Thiss upposedly
Double Feature
amounts to "a few cents per
Starts at 730
week."
If you take the bait, a "represen- James Stewart-Maureen O'Hara
alive" will come to your home to
The Rare Breed
irrange for the handling charge.
And at 9 40
When he leaves, it probably will be
Bob Hope
with a signed subscription contract
The Seven Little For;
which will coat you several dollars
ier month for many months.
Sat. June 18
There are many legitimate magThree Shows
izine service companies. They do
Starts at 7.30
at need to misrepresent to remain
Stuart Whitman-Richard Boone
'n business.
Rio Conch°,
When you receive such a call,
And at 9 5.0
advise the caller that you do not
Slaves
Against the World
7
espand to telephone solicitations.
at 1126
't wiil save you money and an upTony Young - Dan Duryea
'et disposition,

"Super.Right" Meats!

What
Quality
Beef Does
A&P Sell?
Chuck Roast

TWIN CITY HOME
IMPROVEMENT CO.

SUNSET DRIVE-IN

Taggart

GETS DEGREE!
Mrs. Kay Morris II bbins, daugher of Mr. and Mrs. Jack Morris
ind wife of Dannie Robbins, has
-eceived her B. S. degree from
Murray State University. She was
,n the Dean's list and also receiv.cl an assistantship to work on her
najor at Murray.
ANYWHERE
Veterans who train under the
iew GI Rill may enroll in colleges,
iniversities, high schools, corres.
iondence courses, voca+ional and
,usiness schools.

Sun. Mon. Then. June 19-20-21
Double Feature
Starts at 730
Clint Walker - Jay North

SUPER RIGHT-FULLY MATURED BEEF

That's a fair question. But not an easy one to answer because we hale dor awn quality
standards, different from any other meat merchant.

CENTER cut
-- BLADE
lb.

These standards don't fit exactly the familiar terms you know for grades of meat. As
an example, did you know that Wine beef, graded U.S. Choice, last doesn't meet our
"Super-Right" specifications! It's true I You see ...Ire don't
boy lay grade. We use
our own high standards to bring you the best values:
That doesn't mean we don't approve of such grading—not at all. It just means we're
very fussy about the beef we label "Super-Right." It stands to reason we have to be or
AsP wouldn't be America's number one meat merchant
Are "Super-Right" Meats a good reason for shopping Aitp?
They're one of

R.ER_PtIriTel3Eg.
Rib
5189
SUPER
Chuck Steiiii

d)
Lk/
ItONT BEEF

U.S.D.A. INSPECTED-TOP QUALITY

Whole Fryers

Maya
Rhino

ARIZONA 36 SIZE

Wed. Thur. June 22.23
Double Feattim---Starts at 7135
Sidney Poitier-Richard Widmark

3

89c

FOR

And at 10.30

•I

Grocery Buys

UP FRUIT

Cantaloupes

The Bedford Incident
Genghis Khan

•

PINEA•GR-FRUIT OR TROPICAL

Drinks""`"Vcch 89C
Beverages

854
Miracle Whip
0, 49t
L. 394 Libby's Tomato Juice .417-.291
Fruit Cocktail
3'- 1.00
1519t pink salmon
uyt
„12t Charcoal A.20 L.... 954
39t Coffee
"2. S1-09

FAHEY HOT HOUSE

FRESH

Peaches

DELHOMTE

Leaf Lettuce "°' °°°
Blueberries

(

lb 35c) lb.
29C
NO LIMIT - NONE SOLD TO DEALERS

H

ams 5UPSR SIGHT CULLS

2 Lb.,

S
Country Hams
Fish Sticks

79t
$1.)5
69c

Ribs *$1.1Pllt 014110 /MALL LI AM 101•71

pare

I LI EAT

A4P INIT.IIT

Oeanuti,,,,AcDRpTAcRKO)A,TF.D.
650(Scatter RugsLI;41-4.100,

VA F•Itaill0A114

89t
't; 39t

Nu mama *****
.) u souinSIECTILPUSH

Ci6

EA

Jane Parker

Cherry Pie'
39C
Donut
. (5 v.., Jpkus"21t
Cookies
Potato Bread2A9C
SNAE
:
IV PA
B1P6:;(1E
OR
Z

69t>

EXTRA SLIPS TO HELP YOU WIN

A FEW OF THE MANY WINNERS

SAVE 19,1

need

a loan

Dairy Farmers of the Purchase Counties are expanding their
business, with the purchase of Bulk Tanks, modernization of
barns and the construction of Elevated Milk Parlors. We invite
Farmers of this area to contact on and tel us show you how you
may obtain necessary credit for your planned program. THE
PRODUCTION CREDIT ASSOCIATION loans money for all types
of FARMS PRODUCTS.

Rhee

•

Dairy Foods
Breeze Detergentuf 33C
Sharp Cheese L. 69t
Rinso Blue
32
'Si
Cheese
56c
Lux Liquid
ggc
M
33c
Frozen Foods
Blue Silverdust
6
2.
-0
lIz
..78c

737
0
1.1:..75c
oats °'
BOX
Cheese Slices
65C
(
rem
ASP IOU AL TO TME
111
.
57,,. as
.
03c MNT
6-07.
BOTTLE
12-01.OTTLE
I LI.c..
SOT,
argarine "I'-""""

Through the use of P. C. A. CREDIT, thousands of your farm
friends and neighbors have been able to increase their net farm
income, pay off mortgages, improve their farms and increase
their standard of living. Credit used wisely can help you fo get
ahead faster. See us when you have a need for credit.

LOANS MADE FROM 1 TO 7 YEARS

26.1.011i.78c

1501.
15-01.
BOX

FOSV

Thousands Of Our Local Farmers Have Used
Production Credit Planned Loans

Handy Andy ALL"
69t
Surf Detergent'
32c IS 80c
Wisk Liquid e. 41t a.71t,:; $1.29
2 aa,s 29c
Lux Soap ..T. s'"
3 LARS 34t
Lux Soap REGULAR SIZE
Swan Pink Liquid
59c
Spry Shortening
85t

BOX i

—

SU

LTAN

FROZEN FRENCH FRIES

Potatoes

4 39t
,20..-.

Condensed All'"..'.°78t '1.
.• $2.29
'°
Litebouy Soap BATH TUE 2 SARI 39t
Coke.*
Lb • Ox Ben
Agt Pound
Vim Tablets
Fluffy All
DETCRGENT
3 IS. 79t Brussel Sprouts
Dishwasher All
39t Cauliflower *"
2
Cold Water All QT
$2.05
NABISCO PREMIUM
Dove Liquid 12 O. Con 35t,,-4-57t

59t
29t

45t

33t
Crackers
33
Puffin Biscuits4T33C Crisco
87t Crackers
BeansY=SOIVRti:EY
29C Reynolds WraliF29c Green BeansTiS..4.5c
SHORTENING

STR1EPAANN Z ESTA
140'. B ox

3
"Ca"

STOKELYS CUT

Pkg

JACKSON PURCHASE
Production Credit Assn.
JOHN P. WILSON
Flekd Off. Mg
,
Hickman, Ky.
Phone 2361506

WARREN BARD
Field Off. Mgr.
Clinton, Ky.
Phone 653-5161

FU
S.
3
their
May
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Hall
Base
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A
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WISCONSIN AGED CHEDDAR

See us, if you

Sg
R
Ai

V.
Good

MRS. PAUL KENDALL
MRS. DONNA DAWSON
MRS. SUE KILLIAN
HARRIS PIRTLE

Sr

Dairy Business?

Whole Breast

PLAY AWARDS & PRIZES-WIN UP TO $1000

SANDWICH CR ENE

Mr. Farmer! Do You Want To Expand Your

? LN

PLAY IT LIKE BINGO-NO PURCHASE REQUIRED

PLAIN SUGARED OR
CINNAMON (SAVE 6ilooz

• .
fle
if 5.6
,y W.
grou
M.
cre
dec
10.4 .
said

CUT-UP et
QUARTERED

"LAD ""n•G

Tomatoes

FR
effect
C.
once
wo
tame

stale'

79t

•

many!

Fresh Produce'

us

Arm Cut lc 494 English Cut lb.534

CO/YRIGMF• i9SS, tHIECNCAtI111....Tit •P5.10Il1 t O..
1/4

And at 9.45
Shirley Eaton - Robert Culp

394

one
well,
Sev:
nam
In the
The
Ken
Iowa),
(Luba,
sten t
Murr
la, '
and

PRICES IN THIS AD EFFECTIVE THRU JUNE 19 18 - COME SEE

Gala
Towels

2

ROLL
PKG.

Aurora
BATHROOM TISSUE
(ALL COLORS)

Northern
Naplu.ns

39t 02,0,,,A9c 4
.‘ RKGS.It

PKGS. A 04
OF BO IF 7

Folgers
INST(SAVE
ANT COFFEE
200
10-02.
JAR

S1211

SHOP

AND SAVE!

CHASRSANIORN
Coffee
MOCAN

CHICKEN Of THE SEA

Tuna

LIGHT CHUNK
79CC8c
/
CAN
of

er Janeligible
, Home
ire, Job
loyment
zs. Full
at VA
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Fulton, Ky.

Address, Awarding Of
Degrees End FHA Meet
MURRAY, Ky.,

_The

list annual meeting of Kentucky' Future Homemakers of
America was concluded Thursday on the Murray State Colicee campus.
Ticlegates at the final general session heard an address by
FHA national president Mary
Lou Driscoll, Buckingham, Va.
Miss Driscoll told the members, "I have found that there
is something each and every
one of us can do, and do
well, if we only give it a try."
Seventy-five chapters wert
named to the FHA honor rot
in the final session.
They included:
Kentucky Lake District: Cal
?sway County, Carlisle County,
Luba, Hickman County, Livingston Central, Lane Oak, Lowes,
Murray, Murray College, Sedalia, Symsnnia Trigg Count
rind Wing°.

Workmen's
(;ompensation
Rate Is Upped
FRANKFORT
—A new
insurance rate increase will take
effect July I for the National
Council on Compwwation romance in behalf of Kentucky
workmen's compensation insurance carriers.
Insurance Commissioner Roy
Woodall approved the changes
Thursday. They apply to the
state's workmen's compensation
insurance ex rept on underground coal mines.
The revision, an over-all boost
if 5.4 per cent, was broken down
oy Woodall into them industrial
groupings:
Manufactunrtg, 7.5 per cent increase; ccetrantrig. 1.8 per cent
decrease, and all other groups.
104 per cant incream. Woodall
said ths mum/4 bairn was
Justified.

Sgt. Maynard
Retires From
Air Force
FULTON, Ky.,
—M Sgt
Charles E. Maynard, Elden itt
3 was one of II airmen ending
their active Air Force careen
May 77 with formal tetirensent
ceremonies held in Kingaley
Hall at Kingsley Air Force
Base at Blytheville, Ark.
Since World War It, Maynard
had ditty In Korea. 34 months;
Alaska, three years, and Viet
Nam, one year. His wife and
their three daughters — Susan,
Edye and Debbie—live on Fulten Rt. 3 on East State Line.
During his service in the Air
Force he was awarded the Air
Force Commendation Medal, Air
Force Unit Citation Medal with
three oak leaf clusters, North
American Defame Medals.
World War TI Victory SANK
Good conduct medal with flee
bronze loops; Korea Service
Medal with one silver star, NO
Academy Medals. Syne m a n
Rhee Citation Medal, United National Medal, Republic of Korea and Viet 'tam Service
Medal.

Try These Red Hot
-Specials And Let Us
Prove That Good Paint
Doesn't Have To Be
Expensive.
Titanium Pure Outside

White Paint

Honorary FHA memberships
were bestowed upon Mrs. Sylvia Bowman, Oil Springs adviser, Mrs. Mary Pierce, Clinton
County adviser, and M. 0.
Wrather, public relations director at Murray State.
Two hundred and forty-three
young women were awarded
homemaker degrees at the convention.
Those receiving degrees included:
Rexanna Bondurant, Maureen
Moynahan, and Pat Stewart, all
of Ballard Memorial High
School.
Nona Lee Bartell, Connie
Hopkins, and Sharon Venable.
all of Calloway County High.
Lamone A iderdi c e, Cuba
High.
Joyce Willett, Fancy Farm
High.
Karen Crider and Carolyn
hillyard, Fredonia High.
Judy Olive and Cheryl Underwood, Fulton High.
Patricia Barkley and Eliza
beth Hurst, Heath High.
Betty Morris and N a n cy
Veatch, Hickman County High.
Rhonda Newton, Livingston
Central.
Melva Holt, Lowes High.
Ethel McKinney, Lyon Coon
ty.
A r di th Reynolds, Mayfield
High.
Barbara Crouse, Murray College High.
Janet Broyles, Reidiand High.
Linda Cole, Carol Schmidt
and Janis White, Symscella.
Dorothy Brame, Wings High

No Fees
Charged At
State Parks
FRANICFORT, Ky..
— Kentucky's Commissiotwi of
P•rk a Robert Bell reiterated
today that the new federal recreation permits are not required at the state's 34 parks
and shrine.
"There is no admission fee
at the entrance of any Kentucky
state park," Bell said. —There
is no change in our admission
policy"
A 35 cents per vehicle admission lee is charged at Breaks
Interstate Park, near Plkevine.
The park is operated by a Kentacky-Virgin* essnedottea. on
by the state parts department.
Entrance to the park, where
the toll is taken, is in Virginia
forests amid recreatioe areas.
-Since the announcement that
national parks, operated
by t I a federal government
would charge entry fees, the
state parks department has had
numerous inquiries about t h e
possibility of entrance fees be
ins charged at state facilities
this year, Bell said.
"We expected a certain
amount of confusion and I want
to assure everyone that there
has been no change In our operation policy."
The U.S. Bureau of Outdoor
Recreation has said that permits, which range in cast from
50 cents per day for • family
car-load to $7 for • seasonal
permit, will be required at many
federally operated recreational
areas from May n through
Sept 5. In addition, special fees
may be charged for use of welldeveloped facilities
NEW YON( — Tg- United,
States uses jute mainly for bag-j
ping farm products and in the,
leading importer al Jets geode.1

W F U L4111

ALWAYS
IN TONE
WITH YOU

NEW

RAIO

Stuart One

Of Seminar
Speakers
MURRAY,
Jesse Stuart, Kentucky's poet
laureate, at least one former
governor, members of the Constitution Revision Assembly and
possibly Jefferson County Judge
Merlow Cook will speak during
sessions of a seminar bela;
at Murray Slats
sity and other state universities
on the new Kentucky Constitu
tion.
The seminar, named tot Stuart, will deal with interdisciplinary analysts of the CrannyUm and is designed to help
teachers and others maintain
working knowledge of current
developments in state govern.
mast
DT. C. S. Lowry, chairman
of the school's social studies depenman, will direct the seminar, which will meet at 7 p.m.
(CST) on each Tuesday from
June 14 to Aug. 5 in the college
auditorium.
The seminar will be offered
for college credit for those de.
sinng it. Persons regtetering foe
credit will enroll during the reg
'ler registration for summer
mine.

Of interest to Homemakers

Business Education
Conference Is Set

StateToPayForBirthControl
Pills For Welfare Recipients
—The
state will pay for birth control
pills under an expanded medical assistance program that
goes into effect July I.
Eligible to receive the free
pills will be persons receiving
state welfare checks plus many
medically needy persons under
65,
The state has revised its drug
list under the expanded Kerrdills Program to include coninceptive pills.
The Advisory Council on Medical Assistance will meet Monday to consider the new drug
list, but it was learned that the
council already has endorsed
the principle of family planning
under the program.
State officials were unable to
e figures on how many perm:as on welfare or classified as
,ledically needy might want to
ise the pill.
Because the program is being
expanded to include many med.
'rally indigent persons under OS,
the need will be greater than
under the Kerr-Mills Program.
The revised drug list is made
possible by Title 3 of the Medicare program. It is a comprehensive program for persons on

SECTION
6wwea,..
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cian's advice. The state also
would pay the doctor's fee under Title 19.
Social workers will be asked
to recommend that eligible persona interested in 'family planning contact a physician about
the bill.
- Under another program, the
..ate Health Department has
distributed the pill and other
birth control devices to its county health departments.
Officials said it was decided
not to put other birth control
devices on the revised drug list
under the medical assistance
program.

marginal incomes needing medical assistance.
Many persons not on state
welfare rolls will be eligible if
they cannot meet medical costs.
They must be "categorically
related" — come under one of
the state's welfare categories,
such as old-age asistance. blind
or disabled persons aid, or aid
to dependent children.
It is under the aid to dependent children category that the
state may find its greatest demind for .the bell.
Payments for the pill will be
authorized only after a physi-

Negro Is Named
To 'Kentucky
Personnel Board

LOUISVILLE
— Miss
Chloe Gifford, Lexington, has
been elected chairman of the
board of .directors of the Kentucky Heart Association.
Miss Gifford was elected
Thursday at the association's
annual meeting. Delegates also
re-elected Dr. Walter S. Coe.
Louisville, president.
J. 0. Matlick, Middletown; Dr.
Charles R. Perry. Covington;
and Joseph C. Zeitz, Elizabethtown, were appointed to the
board of directors.
Also elected Thursday were
vice presidents Dr. George W.
Pedigo Jr., Louisville: Mrs. Bill
Henry Comley, Irvine; Mrs. William L Newman, Henderson,
and Do Schlman. Florence.
Mrs. Howard I. Frisbie of Stanford was elected secretary.

a,

'Neighbors' Far Away
NEW YORK — Astronomers
and biological Kientists calculate that the nearest star, other
than the sun, with areas around
It capable of supporting life is
MS billion miles away.

Jet:ration on June 1$ at 1:00 p.m.
Paul Stovall Jr., Memphhi merchandising official for Sears,
Roebuck and Co., will discuss
"Requisites for the Present-Day.
Business Employe" at 2:13
p.m.
Speaker at the dinner will be
3r. Helen Green, Michigan
State University, East Lansing.
Mich. Her topic will be "Hints
From—all places—Heloise."
Friday's activities will begin
at 9 a.m. with Dr. Alberta
Chapman, department of business education,

MURRAY, Ky. — An anima,
conference on business education for area high school teachers will be held at Murray Stan
College June 16-17, according tr
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp,
dean of the school of business.
"Changing Patterns of Office
Education" will be the theme
for the two-day conference. Business teachers from Kentucky,
Tennessee, Missouri. Illinni.
and other rimming states have
been invited to attend.
Activities will begin with reg-

Miss Gifford Heads Heart
Association

FRANKFORT
— Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt has appointed Rufus I. Stout, Louisville, to the state Personnel
Board, marking the first time •
Negro has been named to the
five-member panel.
"Mr. Stout brings to the board
a wealth of experience in personnel management," Breathitt
said Thursday.
personnel manager
Stout,
of the National Carbide Co.. has
taught personnel management
at the University of Louisville
for the past five years.
His term will run until Jan. I,
1980. He succeeds Edward S.
Dabney, Lexington, who retired.
The boa rd sets personnel policies and supervises the merit
system for state employes.

SECOND
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FREE!

mothproofing
AND MILDIW PROTECTIOh

ON EVERYTHING
WE CLEAN

vkl0

May we serve you?

OR-Pevamut
LAUNDRY &ND CLEANER& UM
218 E.State Line

Pho. 412-1700

More Drinking Soft
CHICAGO—During the last 10
years U.S. per capita comumpilea of soft drinks has increased
more than 30 per case

Week - End Specials FRIDAY - SATURDAY
4mow.onw.ams.-ams-

4niv.

•urae...sow Anis.400.4now.al

IFTS FOR THE WORLD
'
S BEST DAD 1

2500 V STORES BUYING FOR YOU
SHOE SHINE
In

Poly Travel Caw

ZiPPO
WINDPROOF LIGHTER

ZIPPO
UGHTER FUEL

i

Gillette Super
Stainless Blades

1110'
siemimemmt

2nd Homes: $8,000
WASHINGTON— The average
vacation home, usually the sec
ond purchased by the owner,
coats 88,000, excluding land.

BRUSH, DAUBS
& $8HOE (morn

IMAM) Flta POI LIFE

66

Dad
Approved

Papa $2
•
Pamper

Father's All Leather

Aluminum

BILLFOLD
tweak

NEW MG 10 OZ. CAN

33C

490 Size

FATHER'S WHITE

HANDKERCHIEF

CHAISE

Of 111

PIGS OP 10

$1.45
Size

$1•11

s-TRANsisrot
RADIO
SluT PDOOIT Sal
IDAD SPECIAL)

LOUNGE

$1

99
GAL.
nwhlt

WHITE AND BRIGHT
Asst. kyles - Gift Sexed

Reg.
$3.99
Gallo
-White
and
Colors

TO DAIRYMEN
Stletit
Late&
watt masa
WWI

azitt

Limited
'Time Only•

Gallon
Pure Paint Thinner

98c GALLON
New Shipment of
Upholstery Material
Just in.
odiPOIN/ faker
Lake /IL - Fulton. Ny.

A Salute
AND A SUGGESTION
Are your faro and your
family fully protected? We
;Art
specialize in financial motetlion, with insurance coverages
for the dairy herd and other livestock, for farm
and home, and for all personal insurance needs.
Insurance can be of help in important Estate Planning, too. Information without obligation.

1.94

$2.98
Value $

OW SPICE
AFTER SHAVE LOTION

11I" Size Hemstitched

1" Tubing
Only $644

Men's All
Leather Belts

Remember
Dad

77,
Pkg.

nigh
& Earphones
GUARANTEED
l7.93
VALUE

88

•

Wearever Ball Point

Men's Anklets

Pen & Pencil Set

Father's Day Winner

V

ob.
'eat
Dad Will
Like This!

9e,
7l•

1" WIDTH
Choke at Nock en Brown

Dad's
Choice

99

LONG LIFE INK SUPPLY
$1 66
ASST.
COLORS
Set

Choke ef
Ink&
& Panda
STRETCH
NYLON
One Size
Pits All
PICO. OP

880

We Salute ... We Serve... Dairy Farmers

Dewey Johnson Insurance Agency,Inc.
226 Commercial Avenue
Phone 472-3503

LBALDRIDGE'S

Lake Street
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enim s -Wearing
A New 'Old' Look
F

That old stand-by cotton denim is beginning to
show its age . . . and with fabulous results. Now it's
wearing a new "weather-beaten" look that's suddenly
the year's biggest hit in sportswear.
Call it scrubbed, brushed, or sueded—it's all the
same old reliable denim only now with a slightly
napped surface and irregular streaks of color for a
soft, faded appearance.
The idea for scrubbed denim probably drew its inspiration from the teen-age fad of giving stiff new
jeans an overnight soaking in ammonia water to make
them look "broken in." Now teen-agers can put away
their ammonia bottles: the aged look of denim is put
in at the mill.
Scrubbed denim's appeal isn't confined just to teenagers and their jeans. It's making a fashion impact
throughout all of leisure wear, in children's as well as
grown-ups' styles.
A natural for the rough and ready styling that's currently popular in sportswear, scrubbed denims turn up
in way out western pants and skirts, hip-riding shorts,
ranch-hand jackets, and ponderosa shirts. Even bellbottoms and sailor-styled pea coats are popping up in
this newest denim.
Faded blue is the favorite color .. . since the streaky
and washed-out characteristics show up best in this
traditional shade. But colors like loden green, cranberry, sand, gold—even a hue called "potato"—are
moving into prominence for fall.

NEW DENIM—The Western
look is neatly corraled in
ranch pants of Cone's new
scrubbed cotton denim. Topping the jeans, a poor boy
shirt of white ribbed cotton

NEW
1.1511=1,4a.,IDC1)X
'AY

SUGGESTIONS

SURFSIDE '66—Tahitian-printed cottons make a big
splash in summer swimwear. At left, the Island influence
is seen in a tailored surfer suit banded in white. The
same print turns up in a bikini covered by -jams--the
drawstring shorts with ruffled hem that are fashion's
newest cover-up_

It takes
just six minutes
a day

:
•
T

.

for continuous all day
protection to the skin ...
Paradox by Du Barry .. . a
sensible, effective method
of skin care No single
acle product can do what
the Paradox program of skin
care can do for your skin
Paradox Creme Cleanser
and Paradox Skin Freshener
to purify and refresh. Creme
Paradox for night treatment
and Paradox Moisturizing
Lotion under makeup
It's that simple! (These
produces are hypo- allergenic )

NAUTICAL— Cotton denim
with a new "old" look is
sportswear's newest fabric
craze. Here in Cone Mills'
version of scrubbed denim,
it's styled into a top-stitched
pea jacket and man-tailored
trousers. Outfit by Valor

Breathitt Is
U.S. Representative
At Poznan Fair

SOUTHSIDE
DRUGS

Don't go near the water without a swim partner.
That's good advice anytime, but this summer it makes
fashion sense. What's happening is that the total look
has invaded the beach to pair off swimsuits with
matching cover-ups. As a result, the unpaired suit is
about as passe for summer '66 as water-wings or rustproof corsets.
This new approach to swimwear offers the modern
mermaid a dual personality. She can ride the surf in
a barely-there cotton bikini . . . then turn up at a
sundown beach party demurely covered in a matching
long-sleeved beach dress. Cover-ups range from hooded
jackets that ward off the sun to cotton lace jumpsuits
that cover but don't conceal. Newest rage in the notso-covered-up category is a pair of "jams—Hawaiianinspired pants that are chopped off at the knees.
Whatever the variation, the cover-up echoes the
swimsuit in color and fabric.

Head Start
Fund Approved
At Mayfield

WARSAW, Poland
-Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt of Kentucky arrived in Warsaw by air
Saturday as a representative of
President Johnson at the International trade fair in Forman,
Western Poland.
The fair opens Sunday and
Breathitt will attend with U.S.
Ambassador John A. Grononakl.

Q'imarogi
"king of slacks"!

MAYFIELD, Ky.,
Federal funds have been made
available to the Mayfield school
system for a Head Start program for underprivileged preschool children this summer.
City School Supt. J C. Maddox
said classes will be held daily
from 8:30 a.m. to 11:30 p.m. at
Longfellow Elementary School.
The program will begin Mor
day, June 13.

Three Reasoru
For Seeping

$38.88

Reading Lamps

$ 9.99

Chaise Lounge

$ 7.88

71/2" Power Saw

$29.95

Electric Drill

$14.88

Electric Shaver

$13.88

Repeating Shot Gun

Paired Wig Cover-lipi

MAYFIELD, Ky..
Miss Ruth Baker, who has spent
a half-century in the newspaper
business, including 43 years with
the Mayfield Messenger, has retired.
Miss Baker started as a print?r's devil with the old bi-weekly
Mayfield Times in 1916.
She is former national advertising manager for the Messenger.

E3

Large Reclining Chair

Transistor am- fin Radio

Pared-2lown Stvintsuifs

Half-Century
In Newspaper
Work Is Ended
BY

c'father's flaN

Power Lawn Mower

$58.88
649.95

Tool Box

$ 3.69

FULTON HARDWARE
& FURNITURE CO.

II*
wens

FATHER'S QAY

lowering the pressure too mad-

IS SUNDAY,
JUNE 19th!

Let

OCCA

put a little
style in his life
FATHER'S DAY,
June 19th
Is your Dad •special sort of guy' Show
him pow think so, with a pair of
these magnificently tailored
shoeis. Choose from our
complete collection of
dress and casual styles.
Don't forget.
Father's Day
is June 19th.

REMEMBER DAD
with First Quality

SHORT SLEEVE

VONSTANT
IIREASE
SHIRTS

99
s3

Need No Ironing

r----

ea.

"••• Amed

The word "Royal" designates the
fact that theae Adam AnorrA•
Slacks are true aristocrats! A
new and exclusive fabric of 6571,
Dacron* polyester and 35'1, wool
worsted ... tailoring of the highest order ... and a fit that proves
Palm Reach is the master of
warm-weather fashions!

$10.95

Sport Styles . . .
Polyester and cotton blends In assorted solid colors, plaids and neat patterns. Regular and 3-but:on collars
. . tapered bodice Blue, tan, maize
and green. S-144-Xl.

Step inside for comfort Cushioned flange
comfort that gives your arch •lift. Outside.
exquisite styling of luxury leathers. Choose
the smart looking men's shoe with classical
comfort. Cushioned flange.

Dress Styles . . •
Polyester-cotton oxford cloth or batiste. Half sleeve style with 3-button
collars and french front. Whit*, yellow, mint and blue In sizes 14 to 17.

Other Half-Sleeve Dress Shirts

ii.Weala"Sala

BAY FAMILY

When
gas, fire,
trouble
United
some 6
house oi
The rot
momenti
disaster
Fire I
new film
Brit•nno
olden at
rational

See our complete stock of tools. hardware. Electric
appliance and furniture for the finest Fathers Day
gifts at prices you can Afford To Pay.

CHICAGO — Experts give
three remits for liquid seeping
Irons the Jars during the canning of fruits and vegetables:
Jars too full. fluctuating pressure in dr pressers canner, at

ROBERTS

Chios]
• favori
"just an,
fen dee,
space ov
There'
ing the
Isith pie
cording
Institute
the pin
mom sei
frame si
one pini
can hr
porary p
duction
other h
frame n
realistic
The I
general

Button down, regular

Cotton orford cloth
colors. 14 to 17.

or

spread and gripper tab collars.
broadcloth In white and asearted

8
20

Pori
23
Geni

ill!
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CHOOSE 'RIGHT' PICTURE FRAME
TO ENHANCE ROOM SETTING

/
Il
L
...:, ...

$38.88
$ 9.99

$ 7.88

Chtosing the "right" frame for
a favorite picture can transform
"just another print" into the perfect decorating accent for that out
space over mantel, 114if., or buffet
There's no mystery about selecting the proper frame to enhance
both picture and room decor According to the Picture and Frame
Institute, the "right" frame links
the picture to the surrounding
room setting, and any number of
frame styles may be suitable for
one picture. A traditional frame
can be as effective for a contemporary picture a. it is for a reproduction of an old master. On the
other hand, a simple, modern
frame may be perfect for either
realistic or non-objective pictures
The Institute suggests that these
general rules be kept in mind when

$29.95

$14.88

$13.88

$24.88

$58.88
$49.95

selecting • frame,
- The frame should focus attention on the picture and draw
the eye to its center of interest- It should harmonize in color
and weight with the subject
matter.
-The frame should strengthen
the composition it frames without dominating it.
-It should surround the picture
without halting the movement
of color and line in the pir•
tore.
-If necessary, the frame should
create an illusion of depth.
size, or added perspective for
the picture
In the end result, the "right"
frame will be the one that reflects
personal choice as it complements
both picture and room setting.

Fire Prevention in the Home
Wien house energy-electricity,
gas, fire, or oil-gets out of control,
trouble results. Each year in the
United States, 600,000 fires and
some 6.000 deaths result from
house or apartment building fires
The correct decision in everyday
moments of danger can avoid a
disaster
Fire Prevention in the Home. a
new film released by Encyclopaedia
Brioinnica Films Inc , the nation's
oldest and largest producer of educational films for schools, illustrates

GUIs

$ 3.69

Electric
ars Day

DAMPER

- Brute Colognes

- Canoe

- Jade East

- Timex Watches

- English Leather

RE
I.

causes of household fires, and
teaches children to make a decision
for safety by demonstrating the correct use of hair spray away from
,men fire or hot electric coils: being
alert to keep clothing sway from
heaters; and using non-flammable,
non-explosive solvents for cleaning
machinery.
For further information write,
Encyclopaedia Britannica Films
Inc , 425 N Michigan Avenue.
Chicago, Illinois 60611

and Billfolds

Doctor
in the Kitchen
by WW. Bauer, M.D.
Consultant, National Dalry Council

LOW PURINE DIETS
Gout, traditionally known as; Mg kidney stones. The excess
the rich man's disease has had uric acid is deposited in chalky
some new light shed on it by masses in the tissues; these are
more recent dbservations. For, called tophi.
merly it was explained on the
While diet is no longer the
basis of the rich foods and fine main reliance in the treatment
wines enjoyed as a part of lux- and prevention of gouty attacks,
urious living, There was some restriction of high-purine foods
doubt about this, even before may be advised by the physician.
dietary knowledge became more Such
special dietary advice
scientific, because poor people should be obtained in specific
too, were so inconsiderate as to terms from the attending physi.
suffer from gout which was diffi- clan; he will be guided by pen.
cult to explain.
odic blood tests for uric acid.
The current view is that gout All that can be done here is to
is due only partially to dietary give general guide-lines. The matadors, and that the real villain rifle content of some common
is in the individual's metabolism foods varies as follows;'
-his personal chemistry.
GROUP A (high)
Chemical Entitles
Sweetbreads
Certain protein foods contain
Anchovies
chemical entities known as pun
Sardines
Ines, which are broken down in
Liver
the body into uric acid. This is
Kidneys
excreted by the kidneys. It is
Meat extracts (avoid these
a normal constituent in the blood
completely)
in minute quantities, from 4 to 8
GROUP B (medium)
milligrams per 100 cc, of blood.
Meats
When it is allowed to build up
Fish
to higher quantities, it causes the
Seafoods
arthritic condition known as gout.
Beans, dry
Parenthetically, gout is the only
Peas, dry
joint disease in which uric acid
Lentils (frequency governed
plays a part.
by medical advice)
Gout Treatable
GROUP C (low)
Gout is treatable with a drug
Vegetables
long used for acute attacks, an
Fruits
alka'oid derived from the bulb
Milk
of the autumn crocus, a flowering
Cheese
plant commonly grown in bowls
Eggs
in the home The same drug,
Cereals (allowed without
along with newer synthetic drugs,
limit)
is also used in small doses be- •Na.riwn- Principles
intetnal
tween attacks as a preventative. Meld., 1951, aripi
Such a low.purine diet involves
The well known picture of gout
is the rich old grouch with his no real sacrifices, except of the
aching foot up on a stool: except more exotic foods in the A.group.
that he needn't be rich. The pain The protein requirement is easily
is sufficient justification for the met by foods from group B plus
disposition. But gout affects other the dairy products in Group C.
areas than the traditional great from which come also the nectoe - the ear lobes, other joints, essary vitamin and mineral bear-and kidneys, sometimes includ- ing foods.

Ames

SOUTHSIDE DRUGS

geographic location, natural resources, and capital cities. Long
before the trip begin., parents and
children can make • game out of
"claiming" states with information
and fitting them into the map puzzle.

oppers

•

iliRSCHV

WEEKEND

OPEN WED. AFTERNOONS

OPEN TILL 9:PM.FRI - SAT NITES
Men's

Men's

KNIT
SHIRTS\

DRESS
SHIRTS
Reg $2.00 \

Reg. $3.00
Reg. $2.00

now!$1.50 /1

Now $2.77
Now $1.77

100((
7 cotton Henley & Open
Colars•
Sizes S-M-L

100% Cotton Sizes 15 thru 17

Men's

Men's

/00
TIES $

SUMMER
SUITS

Rsdi-Tied and
Four in Hand
Many Styles & Colors

BELTS
▪ $1.00 and 52.00

$30.00 Value
Shorts - Regular
Longs

PUZZLES ENLIVEN MOTOR TRIP
First and second graders will enjoy a summer vacation motor trip
more if their interest is built up
in advance, according to Playskool
Research If several states are to
be visited, youngsters can use a
map puzzle plaque to learn about

For a deliriously tart sauce for
barbecuing meats, combine I cup
soy sauce. I cup salad oil, Ya cup
ReaLemon bottled lemon juice and
I clove garlic cut in half. This
sauce may be used as a marinade
as well as for brushing on meat
during broiling. Use it with beef,
pork, lamb or chicken.

Summer Refresher
Cranberry Shrub makes a deliciously cooling summer drink. For
about six servings, mix I pint bottle cranberry juice cocktail, I can
(6 ounces) frozen pineapple juice
concentrate and 2 cups California
Rosé wine. Serve over ice cubes.
Cranberry Shrub and other wine
punches are also great for carrying on • picnic in a thermos jug.

varamarAmemawienseagewilemiialanoritionsiswasnolisomsom

Reduction on Kaywoodie,

10%
Yello-Bole & Medico Pipes at - - -

TART
BARBEQUE SAUCE

VACATION TIP
Whether this )earS ,a,ation
takes yoU to new parts of the world
or familiar ground. the infection
and odor-causing bacteria that grow
tin skin mill he there too. .rt
protect your family, take atom, seteral bars of an anti-barterial soap
such as Dial which contains hexachl,irophene For camping trips,
wash cloths and towels for each
family member are also essential

11:311
307 Broadway
Soutly_Esitari
IFICIMINWAYAIALIMIFIPARIAMII

L

Sizes 29 thru 42

g - Fri. - Sat.

Sae 666 • tamt. owe

CLOSE-OUT SALE - - - WHOLESALE or BELOW
samerw
APPLIANCES

N 111Er

20 Cubic Foot Admiral Freezer

$18800

Portable Electric Clothes Dryer

$314.50

23 Inch Console Color Television

$368.88

General Electric Clothes Dryer

$118.88

1111111
:.

\

LIVING ROO
2 Piece Vinyl Suite

$ 78.00

2 Piece Nylon Suite

$ 99.00

2 Piece Early American Suites

$138.88

2 Piece Danish Modern Suite

$ 54.88

Early American Hide-A-Bed

$148.88

OVER 25 LIVING ROOM STYLES AT CLOSE OUT PRICES

•

,oUw
'°
IV!

DINETTES

Pf1111
nag
.

".%4
.
•-•

TABLE -4 CHAIRS - CHROME

$29.95

TABLE -6 CHAIRS- BRONZE

$58.88

TABLE -6 CHAIRS WROUGHT IRON

$69.95

BEDROOM
Modern 3 Piece Suite Walnut

$99.95

Triple Dresser, Bed, Colonial White

$94.50

Italian 3 Piece --Suite Bassett

-

$288.88

ODDS and ENDS
9 x 12 CARPETS

$13.88

25" Big Wheel Huffy Lawn Mower

$79.95

COFFEE TABLES

$ 4.88

4 Feet Octagon Area Rugs

$ 4.99

5 x 6 BATHROOM CARPET

$ 4.88

Deluxe Reclining Chair

$42.50

DOWN PAYMENT - 36 MONTHS TO PAY

Fulton, Ky.
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&wenn. Bradford, 19, of Tallahassee, Fla., American Dairy Princess for 1965-66, offers a milk toad above to the sums.of June is
Dairy Month. She will crown her ...memo,at seremossies scheduled
for late this month in Chicago.

American DairyPrincess,
'First Lady'of Industry
Whoever is selected as the —
is probably a home economics
American Dairy Princess is
major in college and ahas
qualified to rule as the "first
nutrition and theImstudied
industry.
dairy
lady" of the
portance of milk and dairy
She knows the dairy industry
in a balanced diet.
products
for her father is a dairy tarShe knows how to "speak up
men
for milk" for she has ParticiShe knows about milk —
pated in food demonstrations
from milking a cow to using
and state princess contests.
milk and other dairy foods in
addition to beauty, poise,
she
In
When
recipes.
nutritious
intelligence and the ability to
Is called to the purple to repeffectively, the
communicate
memresent the dairy farmer
Princess is a refreshing
bers of the American Dairy
pace"
in a time of
"change of
Association, she is ready to
publicity contests.
rule for she has been tutored
She knows her job and she
all her life.
In addition to living on a
does it well. She calls attenI
dairy farm, she has probably
tion to the importance of milk
participated in 4-H programs
and dairy products for good
nutrition from coast to coast
and has shown dairy cattle
throughout the country. She
In her appearances on network
television and radio.
She "earns" editorial space
In syndicated columns and
OPEN EVERY NIGHT
editors' columns with her
fond
osici it,•
newsworthy comments. Her
AIRE
attractive appearance epito
mizes the product she represents. And with her ability to
Fulton - Union City Highway
personalize her messages, she
is an effective communicator
ALWAYS
to many publics.
Thousands of qualified young
TWO TOP FEATURES
ladies will compete in state
contests for the privilege of
THUR - FBI - SAT
competing for the national
JUNE 16, 17 18
Princess crown.
The state winners will take
I part In the 12th Annual Amer—
"LORD JIM"
lean Dairy Princess Contest,
—Starring—
June 21-24.
Peter O'Toole
The current Princess, 19
James Mason
year old Florida State UniverJunior, Susanne Bradford
sity
A N D
of Tallahassee, will crown her
"MAIL ORDER
on June 24 at the
successor
BRIDE"
coronation ceremony in Chi— Starring —
cago.
Buddy Ebsen
The new Princess, who beKeir Dullea
comes an employee of American Dairy Association, will
reign for 1946-67. Truly a PrinSUN - MON - TOES - WED
cess and a perfect spokesman
JUNE 19, 20, 21, 22
for milk — nature's most nearly perfect food.
"THE SILENCER"
— Starring —
Most of the fluid milk sold
Dean Martin
today is homogenized — the
Stella Stevens
fat globules in It are broken
up in a special process.
AND
• • •
"I SAW WHAT
One year's production would
YOU DID"
make
a
milk
river 3,000 miles
— Starring —
long, 40 feet wide and 3 feet
Joan Cra%ford
deep; the river would stretch
rrom Boston to San Francisco.

Keep Dairy Products Cool,
Clean, Covered, Good Rule

Modern home refrigeration
makes special provision for keeplog plenty of milk (and all other
dairy foods) safely and conveniently to that Sister Susie may
have her refreshing pickup often.
Mother's tasks are lightened by
the new.* models endowing both
refrigerator and freezer eompartsent, with the wonderful "do
defrosting ever" principle which
the Industry is sir...sing during
Jesse Dairy Month.

ptt-

A good rule to follow in handling dairy products in the
home is to keep them cool,
clean, and covered.
So writes Dr. Alexander
Swantz in the 1965 Yearbook
of Agriculture, "Consumers
All." Other helpful hints from
Dr. Swants's article for the
storage of dairy food are:
• • •
• Fluid milk products should
be refrigerated as looms as possible after purchue. Remove
•ald milk products from the
refrigerator only as needed.
and put the containers back in
the refrigerator promptly.
• • •
• Because milk can absorb
odors and flavors from other
foods, the containers should be
as tightly covered as possible.
• • •
• Fluid milk products that
have been on hand for some
time — or have been allowed
to stand at room temperature
should not be mixed with
fresh milk products. Fluid
milk products properly eared
for in the home should remain
fresh for at team s vmak or
more until you use them.
• • •
• Nonfat dry milk, kept dry
and cool, can be stored on
the pastry shell for *tetanal

months without deterioration.
soon ea you recosoditute
nonfat dry milk, the liquid
product needs refrigeration.
Chilling the reconstituted product Improves its flavor.
• • •
• Dry whole milk should be
stored in tightly covered, moistureproof containers. Reconstituted dry whole milk needs
refrigeration.
• • •
• C•uned evapor•ted ujilk
AA,

)14t.t
pcitVtgkil;
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Enicalene-Nylon-Tricot
Never needs ironing.
the ultimate in wash and wear!

at IC. HOMRA'S

-ENDSSATURDAY

Dollars Spent For Fertilizer Now...
Can Save You Money...Make You money
Properly fertilized postures and cropland work harder
and proto produce more milk from your dairy herd
vide sztro feed nest winter. Saves you buying hay!

•

We Saito* the
Dairy Farrow
valmm MO alatalarde oar
bra yyalt a... owe as
WM Ms MOO end Oba
real& .584. eassoraft.

Our power-pocked fertilizers can enrich your soil with
needed nutrients ... make pastures pay off in a big way.
Ask about low cost Fertilizer Spreader 'orrice, too.

ANHYDROUS AMMONIA 82( "(
NITROGEN SOLUTION 30ei

Toed and Wood With Pre-Merging Your Corn and Soy Beans
Safe and Efficient Crop Harvest Credit
"NO JOB TOO SMALL OR TOO LARGE"

South Fulton Lime and Fertilizer Company
South Fulton, Tenn.

a Embassy Pictures...
•

FULTON, KY.

DIAL 472-3311
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Wouldn't a glass of ice cold
.silk taste nooel right now?

Try new flavors till
you're got'em all licked

Sour cream for
a testy salad dressing

Sweet corn with plenty of Iresin. natural bntter

Dairy Foods
...best refreshers
under the sun!
Summer is a great time to enjoy the refreshing goodness
of dairy foods. Coolers carry and keep convenient dairy
foods so you can enjoy them anywhere under the sun.
Be sure to have plenty of these great American dairy foods
on hand. They're featured now.

Crisp, cooling salads
wifb cottage cheese
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Walt Disney's
"ARIZONA SHEEP DOG"
— Technicolor! —
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Pure Milk Company

ffT

MEER
6ARSON
eememor and

Phone 479-2822

Fulton,

Fo

RUNAWAY BOY.. RENEGADE HOUND!
Joseph E. Levine

"tite,S,44.0

The sanitary quality of out
milk supply is guaranteed by
a program of protection in
which Federal, State, and local
agencies, and the dairy industry participate. Most American communities require the
pasteurization of fluid milk
products.
• • •
Dairy farming is the only
form of agriculture found in
each of the 50 states._

NOW

'Nal 472-1831 upon 11:48

P-L-U-S

Quality Assured
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keeps well on the poetry shelf
until opened. Once the can is
..pened, evaporated milk needs
refrigeration and has about
the same storage life •• fresh
milk.
• Cored chorales, such as
Cheddar and Swiss, keep well
in the refrigerator for up to
ar.eral months if protected
from drying out. Any mold
that may develop on natural
cheeses is not harmful, but it
ossy be scraped or rut off the
surface.
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Kentucky
Hikes Pay
To Aged
FRANKFORT
— Gov.
Edward T. Breathitt said 'Thursday about 00,000 elderly Kentuckians will receive a 93 inincrease in their monthly welfare checks on July 1.
In addition, $33,000 of these
old-age recipients who signed
up for medicare will have their
supplementary medical insurance policy paid by the state.
The state had announced pre
viously that it would pay the
monthly supplementary coverage for old-age recipients under
public assistance payments.
Breathitt also said that all
ceilings on public assistance
payments to the aged will be removed.
"The maximum of 887 which
was previously applied to the
monthly benefits for old-age recipients living alone and the
ceiling of $122 per month which
affected those persons living
with an essential relative will
now be put aside," he said.
'The state will pay 100 per cent
of the basic needs of old-age re.
ciplents.
The needs of an elderly peree i ving alone in an urban
:T
.iere apt to exceed $87 per
month to could conceivablya...tot
or more if he
ila
,
neirs
se
tennufrsPiln7 or homernakei
the
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-Th
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For Extra Fun
Does Dad have
s
sue heil
veryftM
he wants to help him apu
special
favorite
hobby, favorTh°11*
give
4
e
interest. He does?
interest?
him something extra —a gift
helpful to, though not cf
tly
:ime
concerned with, his letaurem
activity.
Coin
colPhilatelist?
Is h• •
lector' Model builder? Chances
are, he needs better light for the
close work he does. A lamp especially for him and his
could be the answer.
sport
Does his hobby
Be it
take
him out of doors? or
or
n
be mobirdwxtcheng, there'll bowlit
ments when he wants to relax.
At such times, a transistorized
raruosi
a good companion —
and a
good gift for Father's
remight be • tapeDay.
gift
The
for the music-minded
corder
ro
who likes to
hobbies with othhis man
Oer
r the
o,
_aod
talk .
record the results; •
,
minima Reiner for the smokto • book or a suber-sportsman;
scriptiona special-interest
Whatever his hobby Of Waft
mailaaita
a way to add extra
Dad's
at
pleasure
sure to occur, lust check
interests!
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Parade
To Protest
IC Firings
The Western Kentucky AFL.
CIO Council will sponsor a "support parade" June 18 in behalf
of three employes discharged
tecently by Illinois Central Railroad in Paducah.
A. T. Munier, president of the
council, said delegates to the
council from local unions voted
to hold the parade to "show our
disapproval of such stern action
by the company."
The council also has called
upon all members of affiliated
unions in the area and Kentucky
to join in the parade, which will
form at Barkley Park at 9 a.m.
Paul Moore, T. V. Neihoff and
E. M. Slaughter were discharged
by the railroad following a
March 16 walkout by local rail
electricians union in protect of
disciplinary action against
Moore.
Moore originally was suspended after the railroad charged
he "stepped out of line" against
a supervisory employe. Moore
and the union claimed he had
done nothing wrong and was
within his rights, since during
the incident In question he was
acting as a union representative and not an individua: employe.
Moore was charged by the
railroad with using abusive language and entering a supervisor's office without permission,
among other things, during a
discussion which the supervisor
raid became heated. Moore
and the unless said the charges
were not true.
The union also claimed the
company was "out to get" Moore
for his roles In other union bargaining affairs.
The railroad said Moore was
given • fair bearing and suspended. Moore and the union
Mid the hearing was not fair
In any way.
The walkout was shortlived.
An injunction was issued by the
Western Kentucky District of
Federal Court ordering the striking employes back to work.
Other locals had honored tie
electricians' picket lines.
Moore, along with Neihoff and
Slaughter, said to be leaders In
the walkout, were discharged
following the walkout.
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We Salute the Dairy Farmer
SPONSORED BY THE FIRST DISTRICT JUNE DAIRY MONTH
COMMITTEE IN COOPERATION WITH:

MIDWEST FARMS
SWIFT & COMPANY
DAIRY BRAND

PURE MILK CO.
RYAN MILK CO.
PET MILK CO.

Dairy Foods
rerresix
e
vuLxi_4(ler -time Siwri_
seasonal pace
June is a memorable month of the year with its refreshing change of
green
a
with
broadly
paints
nature
when
time
from spring to summer. A
brush and colors everything "fresh."
June is also the time for a nationwide salute to the Dairy Industry for its
vatuable contributions to the health and welfare of our country during the 30th
celebration of June is Dairy Month.
nature's
June is a time to remind the housewife of the refreshing goodness of
own convenience foods--milk and other dairy products.

Fulton, Ky.

June 16, 1966

Columbus Man Is
Manager Of Club
CLINTON, Ky.,
—Elwood Martin of Cohaohtel has
been named manager of the Oak
Hill Recreational Asset:intIon
Country Club on U.S. highway
SI north Of Clinton, according to
James R. Phillips, secretary of
the board of directors of the

Page 6

EDUCATION BUILDING ADDITION— Three ness floors anr being added to the Education Building at Murray State College, Murray, for graduate school offices, a complete
hearing and speech laboratory, classrooms, offices and laboratories for the
psychology and
education departrnents, The addition is scheduled for completion in the fall
_
meeting. Moreover,
we are happy that so
many fine dairymen
will be present for the
National Show and Sale.
Our purebred dairy
cattle show and sale
program is attracting
attention throughout
the nation and is reby
ceiving active support
Wendell P. Butler
from breeders in
Commissioner
nearly every state.
Ky. Dept. of Agriculture
I know that KenFrankfort

t-

WHAT'S GOING ON
HERE

JUNE
is
DAIRY MONTH
W.wouid like to take this opportunity to salute the
Dairy Farmers of this area as they observe National
Dairy Month.
Locally produced dairy products contribute mere te the neceseary
health and financial

- being than any ether class of feeds.

We ere proud to have been of service to our local dairy farmers,
and hope that... may continue to any. them.

SWII7 & COMPANY
East State Line

Fulton. Ky.

.gna

annual promotional
event well underway
in Kentucky, Some 50
counties have held or
will hold programs
focusing attention
upon the role that
milk and dairy products play in our food
supply, along with the
economic contributions dairying makes
to our state.
The first statesupported show for
4-H and FFA beef
breeding animals will
be held at Elizabethtown on June 21.

tucky Jersey breeders
will want to be on hand
to join in tin activities
of the Kentucky
National Jersey Show
and Sale, as well as
the annual meeting of
the American Jersey
Cattle Club. Too, I
hope that dairy
industry leaders in
general will participate in this meeting.
* * * *
Bob Johnson, State
June Dairy Month
chairman, and the
State June Dairy-Month
Committee have this

fisaoclatiao.
It Is expected that the club's
swimming pool will be opened
thie month. Hugh Mac Sloan
of Fulton has been named as
lifeguard. Greens on the ninehole golf cours• have been
sprigged with Bermuda grass.
— Went Quick Results'
Buy A Shopper Want Ad

The fourth annual
Kentucky National
Jersey Show.nd Sale
will be held June 24
and 25 at the Kentucky
Fair and Exposition
Center. Forty-three
head of superior cattle
from across the nation
have been consigned.
The Department of
Agriculture is providing h a 1 f of the
$8,500 in prize money
being offered the
exhibitors. Co-sponsoring the event is the
Kentucky Jer se y
Cattle Club.
The program will
open Frida y ,with
several activities,
including a banquet.
The show and sale
will be held on Saturday, with the show
set to begin de 9 a.m.,
followed by the sale
at 12 noon. Head-

quarters for the show
and sale will be the
Executive Inn, near
the entrance of the
Exposition Center.
This year the show
and sale is being held
in conjunction with the
98th annual meeting of
the American Jersey
Cattle Club in Louis vill e, June 24-28.
Planned as part of the
annual meeting will be
a banquet, membership meeting, and the
Ninth Annual National
Heifer Sale.
The Department is
proud that the Americlet*Yrelt
antle-Cluls 'selected Kentucky as
site of their 1966
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Fresh Caught Flit,
Hush Puppies, Slaw
Tartar Savor
French Fries

FRIDAY
NIGHT
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FISH
FRY!
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RESTAURANT
Fulton, Ky.
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Seed Soybeans
ORDER YOURS NOW—WE HAVE A GOOD SUPPLY ON HAND
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What does it take
to produce...

Fulton,

Us

ARMER...
)I`
Ef

Glass
of
Milk

6.5 CHI

Dairying today is a for cry from the pioneer
days when many folks hod o family row
and dairymen worked from dawn till dusk
with pitchfork and loom in the fields and
milked their herds before dawn and after
dark to take ram of people's needs for this
wonderfully refreshing and nutritive food

Today's population explosion with its grew
log demand for moil and MOne milk — of
highest quality — and the many tempting
daily tooth derived from milk, has mode a
spetiolist of the tanner who produces milk

ft still takes hard work. lot mare than this,
If requires good management of a herd and
a twin, business acumen, if you will.

0th is where we reteleI.
Wiro specialists ours/dies, in previa, ik•
dairy farmer with the modern squipssws,
the new machinery, that liMpt him HI NM
efficient operation of his modem law
Oils, in turn, helps him to a better profit on
his operations
something to which h• is
so muds entitled for the lelei(el he renders
the people.
We solute the Dairy Farmers
of Our OfSO her the
ieweeer in
which they no el/ens their teeth. We Invite
them le tensult wilt us *beet *helpmeet
that will help tIsent produce were wall. —
Mere preillebly

••••••••••

Who Has
The Know-How...
The Skills...
The Equipment...
To Farm Better
Electrically...
...and Live Better Electrically
From lighting to milk handling, electric power is on the
job, working for the dairy farmer. It provides dairy barn
ventilation ... materials handling ... barn cleaning...
automatic feeding ... and a
wide range of farm needs.

In his horns, too, the dairy farmer depends on
electric power, serving him with the many modern
advantages of better living.. electrically.

Burnette Tractor Co.17
FULTON, KENTUCKY

4

Fulton Electric System
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FOR SALE
CONVALESCENT ITEMS
Wheelchairs, crutches, walkers,
FOR SALE: Big 48" Hunter At- etc. are for rent or for sale at
tie tan, good condition. Will cool • SOUTHSIDE DRUG — 479 2262.
good.aized storeroom or whole
SERVICES
house. Motor included Will sell
cheap. Fred Ward, Fulton Route
WE HAVE MOVED to our new
4; phone 472•190.
location on Broadway, South Fulton: "The Litlle Red House". Our
new phone number is 479-1884.
S. P. Moore and Company.
I

SEN•1DIN IUTO SAL S

In • hurry? Too buoy to make
a dessert for your family? Theo
let Mrs. Violet Johnson do your
cooking for you. Mrs. ..101111000
makes delicious home-made pies to
order. Just cal her at 479•21.83 and
your cooking's door!
•
REDUCE!
with Slender-X in tablet or chew no
gum form. Now available at
SOUTHSIDE DRUG

Attention All Bargain Seekers! it
Bill has a 62 Buick Skylark 2
deer hardtop Mats • swell buy.
It has • V•Il motor with auto.
walk drift. A real bargain.

at Ken-Tenn At
4,;12.
3towlibejales

FISHING CAR
— SPECIALS —
1958 Ford

_ _ $103.00
1958 Ford ____ $108.00
1955 Buick ____ $131.00
1955 Ford

"CREAM OF THE
CROP"
63 @BLAIR 2-door, 1-owner;
air conditioning
62 PLYMOUTH 4 • door
Belvedere
63 FORD Fairlane, 2 dr.
station
61 FALCON, 4-door
wager, sot* lugg•ge carri•r,
on hop.
61 FORD 44•04; •utom•tic
611 CHEVROLET station wagon, 4-dc; straight; overdrive
611 PLYMOUTH Valiant stetion
wagon; nic.a
611 CHEVROLET 4-door station
wagon
II CORVAIR; automatic, clean,
1 ewner
MI FORD station wagon
44 STUDEBAKER, OD St. Dr.
59 CHEV Impala 4-dr; V-I,
automatic
59 CHEV wagon, 4-deer
511 PLYMOUTH 4-deor station,
warm
SS NASH
Metropolitan 2-dr
hardtop
$3 FORD; automatic; clean

ALL

SALES

$ 76.00
FINAL

—

NO TRADE IN
CASH ONLY
"AS-IS"

TAYLOR
Chev.-Buick.Inc.
Ellis H•ohceit — Aubrey Taylor — Larry Seay — Glenn
Faulkner; Dwain and Dan Taylor

• ••ocr

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
ENROLLMENT OFFICRR
for Fulton, Hickman county
Mat. or Female
Ages 45 thru 70
Many of your friends and neigh.
born over 65 qualify for this enrollment of the Medicare Supplement that pays the first $40. $5,000
accidental death, plus many extras.
Don't delay, write today for
complete information re: the position and coverage.
Sales experience helpful but not
necessary. Must have car and be
able to work a minimum of four
daYS per week.
Write: Enrollment Officer
Pyramid Insurance Company
P. 0. Box 5637
Louisville 5, Kentucky

Say You Saw It In
THE SHOPPER _ _

Fulunrusr

USED
BARGAINS
30" Window fan .
General Electric Steve
Living room suits

Cushion Floor
$2.25 • sq. yd.
$75
Dixie Gas Range
Bar steels

INCOME - SPARE TIME
No selling. Refill and collect
money from New Type coin operated dispensers in this area. Must
have car, references, $550 to $1850
cash. Ten hours weekly can net
eKcellent income. More time can
result in more money. For personal interview write CO-REP.,
INC. 10 CALIFORNIA AVE..
PITTSBURGH, PA., 15202. Include
phone number.
SPARE TIME INCOME
Refilling and collecting money
from NEW TYPE high quality
coin operated dispensers in this
area. No selling. To qualify you
must have car, references, $600 to
$1930 cash. Seven to twelve hours
weekly can net excellent monthly
income More full time. For personal interview write P. 0. BOX
4185, PITTSBURGH, PA. 15202.
Include phone number.
WANTED
3 LADIES — to qualify for responsible positions. Must be dependable and have 18 daytime or
evening hours available. Phone
; 4'2-1103.
SERVICES. Those of you who
have some service to offer have an
opportunity in classifieds. Do you
:paint? do alterations? fix bicycles?
babysit? Make that spending money — use Shopper classifieds!

1

$7 a piece

D•Lux• Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
$159.95
DeLurs Frost Clear Gibson
Refriger•tor
$189.95
D•Luxe Frost Clear Gibson
Refrigerator
$199.95

For The

WADE'S USED

and

BEST

FurnItuns Store
Phan* 472-3421
Fulton

EXIMI TV AND

ARRIVALS AND DEPARTURES OF DAILY PASSENGER TRAINS
AT THE ILLINOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD DEPOT IN FULTON:
NORTHBOUND

CLEANEST

USED FURNITURE

1.1:CTRIC SERVICE
buy it at

EXCHANGE

YARTIN
\NOWA
PAINTS

54 FORD truck, 6-cyl; good
condition
52 DODGE Van
50 GMC 3-4-ton; hydraulic lift
on roar
20-25 ether cars. trucks

WILSON MOTORS
Dial 472-1:162 US 4$41 averts', North

Furniture Company

W

mak
BARGAINS OF THE

.

e1980 CHEVROLET Half ton pickup with 6 cyl motor and new 'ft
tires Clean local truck, ready to drive off the lot. See it, and
$995.119
drive it for only 1963 CHEVY II Nova, 2 door hardtop, with powerglide trans,
radio, white wall tires and 2 tone paint. A little "jewel" for the
81115.40
young lady! Only
SEE TILL ADAMS or BOB GLISSON

FULTON CAR MART. Fulton,Ky

USED

Cecil's Garage

CARS
65 CHEVROLET truck; long
wheel base, wide bed, VII;
Ky license; sold new In Fulton; side chrome molding &
two-tenor paint.
65 CHEVELLE Malibu SuperSport; whit* with black
bucket seats; 350 hp; 4speed; low mileage. One
owner, Ky license; sold new
in Fulton64 CHEVROLET Impala convertible; white with blue
vinyl inside; VI; powerglide; power steering; one
owner; Ky license; sold now
lh Fulton.
M CHEVELLE MoMm super-.
sport 4-speed, red as an apple outside; black bucket
seats inside; one owner;
sold new in Fulton.
63 CORVAIR 4-dr powerglide;
Ky license
62 CHEVROLET Boleti. 6-cyl
straight drive 4-dr sedan;
whits; blue inside, Ky car.
INTERNATIONAL SCOUT;
4-wlisel drive, locking front
hubs, removable hard top,
Ky license, one owner; under 20,000 miles.
42 CHEVY II Nova station
wagon, 6-cyl, powterglide,
local car; Ky license.
61 CHEVROLET Eclair 4-dc
sedan; 6-cyl, straight shift;
beige color.
—Other models not hike--

TAYLOR
ev.-Buick.Inc.
FULTON, KY.
Used Car lot 472-3241 Fulton
Main office 472-2466
Ellis Heathcott — Aubrey Taylor — Larry &toy — Glenn
Faulkner; Dwain and Dan Taylor
Issemsnreallia

Specializes In

ALIGNMEIrr
MOTOR TUNE-UP
*BRAKE WORK
45
65
64
64
84

FORD Falcon convertible/
automatic; still in warrenty
FORD 4-door; extra nice
Dark Bios.
PONTIAC Ventura Sedan
GALAXIE hardtop, black,
red interior • 390 - 3 speed
FORD XL-390; 4-spood; red

and white
64 FORD 4-door hardtop, I;
power steering; 1 owner
63 FAIRLANE SOO 2-door hard'
top VII; straight shift; extra
clean
62 CHEVROLET 6; straight
shift; Turquoise; extra nice
62 FORD 3-seat wagon, extra
clean, a, cruisometic, power
62 FAIRLANE 500 VI; straight
shift, • 1-owner local car
61 Ford Wagon, automatic and

power
59 Ford pickup, 6-cyl.
5$ CHEV BELAIR sedan, nice
& clean, 6-cyl; one owner
57 CHEVROLET Batik sedan:
extra nice
61 (3) FORDS pickups

VARDEN
FORD SALES
Mayfield Highway
Fulton Phone 472-1621
Glenn Starks,
Grady and Ceylon Varden

Cecil will be happy to check the alignment of
your car —FREE!
Next door to Trees & Menees Ser. Sta.

To Be Held Saturday, June 18
Beginning Al 10:00 A.It
Place of Sale: The 0 Sorrow Immo piaci,3oaks
stwiliearet of Fellow oo *kn. 4t1PliVitts Rossi.
Corclitiorier.. like we w !
I G•s Rost', 1;k4 I&!
RII4r•.%
f gatorDe• p Fr itoAt
tokIos14;•.1
I M Nita
1 O..é .iiiliw5
Geoel
I To%iv. Peeve als. %ores kims plow
2 Horse -sleowfa We 5ews
Loi
Vkaw.sk "Toot a, lh.eI. & 6.14 eilter,
r
N..se
Ldt
r.
Mos. bolts., D. ehei,,ensi , Owners
CV. BURROW, AUCTIONEER. —

Arrv.
1:00 a. m.
1:35 it. m.
1:511
m.
9:211 a. m.
9:4$ a. m.
4:10 p. m.
111:05 p. m.

Ms, Nam*
16 Chickasaw
6 Panama LImited
10 Seminole
I Creole
52 City of Miami •
2 City of New Orleans
4 Lewiston,

Route
Meniphls-StL
New Orleans-Chicago
Jacksonville-Chicago
New Orlitans-Chicago
Miami-Oticage
Haw OrNans-Chicage
New Orloans-Chicage
1* Not Daily)

Nit Name
1 Seminole
IS Chkkasaw
3 Lathier,*
25 Fast Mail
1 City of New Orleans
53 City of Miami
5 Panama Limited

Route
Chicago - Jacksonville
St. Louis - Memphis
Chicago - New Orleans
Chicago-New Orleans
Chicago-New Orleans
Chicago-Miami
Chicago-New Orleans
(• Not Daily)

Dept.

1:20 a. m.
1:45 a. m.
tin a. m.
8:31 a.
1:56 a.
p.
10:15

m.
m.
m.
p. m.

SOUTHBOUND*
Dept.
Arrv.
12:44 a. m.
12:36 •. m.
4:50 a. m.
4:35 a. m.
4:55 a. m.
5:115 a. m.
11:40 a. m.
11:25 a. m.
2:44p. m. 2:57 p. rn.
3:43 p. m. 3:54 p. m.
11;31 p. m.
11:13 p. m.

JUNE INVENTORY

Clearance Sale
WE WOULD LIKE TO MOVE OUR COMPLETE TIRE INVENTORY by June 30th.
We HAVE TO MAKE ROOM for a shipment of Unico tires that are due in July.
We have a few discontinued "Powercruiser" sizes — limited supply — prices are in effect only whlle supply lasts:
Rse Retail

Special
Sale Price

700 - 14 White Tubeless

$ n.15.

$ 15.95'

750 - 14 White Tubeless

24.00'

16.95'

SOO - 14 Black Tubeless

22.60*

1535'

600 -13 While Tubeless

18.25'

12.95*

Lake St.

AUCTION SALE

—

IN ANSWER TO REQUESTS colorful folders on Kentucky vacation attractions are mailed
here by the mailing s..tiofl of the Department of Public_ Information. Shown in the background is part of the material sent in response to nearly 11,000 requests for information on
Kentucky received in May as a direct result of an article on Kentucky vacation attractions
in the May issue of Redbook magazine. Each of the outgoing envelopes' carries a dozen
pamphlets describing Kentucky vacation attractions. The mailing section has answered
more than 71.000 letters since Jan. 1

Tubed

670 - 15

II-111

Black,

750-14

U-111

Black, Tubeless

$

9.88"
11.88°

CHECK our complete line of Unico Mark II
Powercruiser and Mark IV tires!
We also carry a COMPLETE LINE of front and roar Unico
tractor tires. We offer complete tractor tire service.
Tires balanced and mounted at our atom.
• All tires plus Federal excise tax and Tenn. sales tax:
81111•14, $2.36
750.14, $2.20
700.14, $2.11
Tenn, sates tax, 3%
670•15, $1.117

680.13, $1.38

Southern States Fulton Co-Op
CENTRAL AVE.

Baarr.
FULTON
Cafa
r ll1

PHONE

479-2352

Fulton, Ky.

GIVE
•

WE
GIVE

GIVE
.:• A- .

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Money
Orders

.X
4r

WE Ir we'I
GIVE

NOW..

NO WINNER LAST WEEK•ITCOULD SE YOURS!
..:"Prtitta,teed. T
June 16 thumelt Sat. June 18th

scH-DHERE WE CASH PAYROLL CHECKS-A

tamps

RES OF FREE PARKING...
resh Lean

I— PORK•st.Cut

HAMBURGERAIIAn f
LBS. 111UU
Eraj

Cellar Cui

3

Lb. 69c
L
•

• • ••

PORK CUTLETS
lb. 69c
Maim,'Pima&
PORK STEAK
WW/
1
4ST
lb. 69c
Le- 59'
LES,
TIII
PORK LOIN ROAST lb. 69c PORK SPARE RIBS lb. 69c WINOS GNS L8 SS'
NECK BONES IC:: lb. 19c
Tray
Ig•
folgIRD'S
Pkg. lb.
PIG FEET
lb. 19c LIVIRS

PICNICS =s lb. 43°

BACON

69

EGGS
Heinz Pork

16 oz.
Can

BEANS
Heinz Baby

104

4 3 4 oz gr
9

FOOD 6 J.- „,)

‘11.

Grade A
Medium

15 oz. Cans

Pride Tomatoes 5for $1.00
Pride Peas
2 for 2k

16 oz. Cans

take
ake Mixes 10 boxes $1.00
ChicCiDumplings 3for $1.00
Chi

•1111MMINM.M.M1=•=11.k••

Hunt's

1

$5.00 Purchase

(

Excluding Milk)
and Tobaccos

Doz.

Beans 10 for $1.00
Hamburger Chips at. 39c

IticHlti761

!s.;;;;Ic;:Ccd hips twin pkg 49c
irCultos
6 cans 4k

MIRACLE IT
WHIP 7141t

i
I :;;
;IC
E-a
i

The Finest Shortenin

CAO
•
•

50 Free Extra S&H Green Stamps With Broom

$5.00 Packass &clad* XL& & Tobacco
Good Hope

Brooms
1-2 Gal. 39c
$1.19 Tea • • . . lb. box 89c 1 Ice Milk
Ace.
Pledge..... 7oz. can 69c Tea Bags 100 count 69c Orange Juice 6 for 99c
Swiss
Glo-Coat Wax 27oz. can 69c Oleo.......5 lb. Crts $1.00 Fruit Pies........$1.00
vanilT

Johnsons — SAVE 20c

Good Hope

Johnson's — SAVE 30c

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

Blue Jean

Frosty

Miss

COME ''gh,6,2 c2 YOel, Cl/U "AT YOUR FRIENDLY

PIGGLYWIGGLY
SOLD HERE

Acres of F-R-E-E
Parking
Piggly Wig.ly So. Fulton

Prices In This Ad
as
yys S &
iw
rt:IpAp
Good thru
.ne 18th

tioupia Store Hours Mon. Thrtt
Thurs. 8-8 Fri. & Sat. 8-9.
Sunday 9 - 7

3 - 20 oz.Pies

Fulton, Ky.
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FIRST ANNIVERSARY
IN SOUTH FULTON
Our sincere thanks to all our friends and customers for their patronage that has given us a
tremendous first year in South Fulton! We hope we can continue to offer you the best of service and quality.

FRESHEST PRODUCE
IN TOWN ...

-kr

JUST A FEW HOURS FROM
FIELD TO OUR VEGETABLE
RACKS.
U.S. NO.1 YELLOW

tip
94

85.28
ONIONS1
U.S. NO. I YELLOW

SQUASH LB.121120
FINE FOR SALAD

CALIFORNIA BING

CHERRIES
VMS

AVOCADOES

LB.
LB.
SANTA

LB.
R4EAariNS
O'ANJON

CALIFORNIA LONG-WHITE

POTATOES
EXTRA FANCY
WESTERN GROWN

EACH

ROSA

CALIFORNIA

LB.

WASH

LB.

lie
281

(Large Size)
A

CANTALOPES IFoR895
50 CORN
CABBAGE
LETTUCE Z 350 LIMES
FANCY FLORIDA YELLOW

HOME GROWN

LB

FANCY FLORIDA PERSIAN

EXTRA LARGE JUMBO SIZE

FOR

FRESHEST PRODUCE IN TOWN
39c

)9c
.Pies
22 LB. AVERAGE

Up

Fulton, Ky.
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Fultoi

W. JAMES&SON SUPER MK

•

I$
SUGAR Li
With 215.00 Additional Purchase,
Excluding Milk 4. Tobacco Products.

PLUS
DUALITY
STAMPS

NO
COUPON
REQUIRED

BUSH'S BEST

10 1/2 OZ.

10( KiiiitY 30?).955..
BEST

mpc,,oslicylf „BANS loc mugARDISGREENS
iAAT

280 PsHOODIiKT

40
BEA
SN
ES

15 OZ.

(NEW SIZE)

40N
°2
S
SIZE
BEA

FOR

1/2 LB.

STYLE

FROM OUR KITCHEN

CHEESE CAKES
BANANA BREAD

EACH

ES OZ.
..
SIZE

I60Z.

SIZE

FOR

FOR

3°3 SIZE

AgE
PHD.,

3C.° SIZE

Ma $1

CRE

FREE

COME OUT ... EAT SUPPER WITH US.
TIME

10 A. M. to 7 P. M.

GS

NO LIMIT

Chewing Gum
FOR THE KIDS

FROZEN
99c EGG &OLIVE SALAD 8- 45( illOSEYEF
69( DEVILED EGGS 6 — 59( HUSH PUPPIES

(ALL YOU
WANT)

FROZEN FOODS

NAVDS

16

3 — $1 OCEAN PERCH
OZEN
—35(ONION RINGS

4-- $1

CHERRY

49WINTER ( CHE
a- 35( BEEF

4"$1

WONDER

180 °Ciiiii PIES
POT
53( BAKED BEANS
49( ts ROLEfE iELEBIAgE:"
79(BREADED SHRIMP ..314 $1.19
N
LB. 59( PRE
a- 45( BOLOGNA SALAD
SHRIMP $1.19 FISH STICKS
23(
iNEEER3
a- 55( PIMENTO CHEESE
49( -T. V. DINNERS
— 39(
BAR-I
4

007.

DOUBLE QUALITY STAMPS
On Wednesday
• PLUS LOW — LOW PRICES •

12411..M.A,111—emommix

cREI

THURSDAY -- FRIDAY -- SATURDAY

1)1E8 HOMEMADE E 790 POTATO SALAD

TUNA FISH
HAM SALAD
CHICKEN SALAD

55

BUSH'S BEST

ARDEN FROZEN

LOAF'

MAY1..16 I

FOR

BUSH'S 303

THURSDAY,
FRIDAY 8,
SATURDAY

KRA
Val

FOR

FOR

OPCORNIce Cream COCA COLA Balloons
FRIDAY & FRIDAY &
SATURDAY SATURDAY

A „s ,
29V lilliNATEYE BEMIS 190

FOR

FOR

FREE!

10(
10(
10(

214PsHiliTAOT(NEWBSFA
IzE) NS "oz
59( Saiiiisti1302
6 79SOUTHE(
59(E.vs1F...1,,:s TEA
6 $1 2§REENWhOL. BEANS — SIZE 6 $1 COT GREEN BEANS 6 Si
5 $1 GREEN BEANS
5
4 $1

12 OZ, CAN

FUR

(StE$1

15 02.

OZ.

$1 W21F1'5s.ritEctl
akagNS
Vp2 )
22,ES 220..
$1 SH
.
EILY,,,BF4iIIS
SWEET POTATOES 4
LIMA BEANS

FREE

LA

15 OZ.

SIZE CAN

10( TURNIP GREENS

SHOWBOAT

300 SIZE

SWIVS 02.

BUSH

EARLY JUNE PEAS
(NEW
WNSIZaE)

LBS.

BUSH'S
59( MIXED BEANS
10(#
BUSH'S 10 s
10(
BUTTER 3 b a 99(§9.1,941.1E1011100EY
10( iiirieN
10( BUCKEYE PEAS

BUSH'S 300

C : BEANS
j
z
rZ
EEI
Ci
BUSH'S 300

5

=

16 OZ.

iiiiii
i
PIES
ES
BOOTH ROUND FROZEN

EACH

BOOTH

BOOTH FROZEN

6 OZ

) kt
i

DELTA

OZ

PEGS.

S

EVIJ AMES
SON
SUPER MARKET
AND

WWII§RIES

1

Why pay more for Groceries on
Sunday..ShopEarly&Save10T015%

Fulton, Ky.

June 16, 1966
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1st ANNIVERSARY SALE'
LOAVES

NO COUPON
REQUIRED

PLUS QUALITY
STAMPS

With MilkAdditiolTobacco
na Purchase
Excluding
Products.
$5.00

CORN

30
03FSIIL
IDE
2L
EIN
Po
Ris
CREAM
STYLE

FOR

79s

RILEY
GRADE A
LITTLE ANDY
BLUE PLATE
KRAFT
5 el SALAD
QUART
VELVEETA
1 890 EGGS
390 OLEO
DRESSINO,
880
:01WERY BUTTER 73( BISKIIELAR
6 CANB 49 MARGARINE
fL 8 SH
4 LES Si TOMATO JUICE 3 Pm Si
3FOR 89(
AMERICAN CHEESE
49( COTTAGE CHEESE 2"943X 59( ORANGE JUICE
69( PING
IS
CREAM CHEESE
100 iiii-B-oc.zsmiucE 380 14KRAUFTSTARD
ADE 4 FOR *I
AMNON

.,

LBs

LB.
BOX

29c
FOR 79(
6 FOR $1
4" 1
TURDAY

3 $11

18 OZ.
BOTTLE

OZ.

IA GALLON

PHIL

3 02

.
°
111
°i
l iRA
F E mai
l( GE

Come And Try As Often AsYou Wish!

ITH US.

100!

BASKE
TS
OF
GROCER
IES
ON THE WONDER TREASURE HUNT

EACH

(ALL YOU
WANT)

( 25 THURSDAY) --- FRIDAY) -- (45 SATURDAY)

100 FREE
35 FREE,

SABRINA
FIRST QUALITY
NUDE HEEL

HOISERY

PLACEP SEETTING
• STAINLESS STEEL

COME IN AND TRY YOUR

LUCK IF AN ALARM CLOCK GOES OFF WHILE YOU
ARE PASSING THROUGH THE CHECKING STAND YOU WIN.

(30

•

GALA BE ROLL

6 CANS Si PAPER TOWELS
33( — PARTY PITCHERLA:inc.
89( TOILET
AURO3
TISSUE
Si INSTANT COFFEE
PACK
38$ gift" cLARG...)
KIR $1 POTATO CHIPS 390
CHIPS
284'kill
„AB,
:$1.19 PRESTO CHARCOAL Op
PmAPER PLATES
79Y SPOONS & FORKS Olg PAPER NAPKINS
LB. 59(
CIITES
PKGS. Si BAR-B-0
CORN CHIPS
v OREO
2 894 JLTpP4 $1 INNDROP R9 2 BDX
HUNT'S NO. SIZE CAN
FIES
LB 49( ci ysEaFsSIZE
BEEF

HART'S 303 SIZE

10 OZ.

8OZ35

WONDER MIN PACK

20 Les.

100 COU

A

80:41.

81$

Lag

180 WM.

A

85
,

PKG.

'
E TWIST &

,7214586 NA1339C° CO.°Z

PKGS.

2
9
0
Z
.
PEACHES 25

Faa $1

2 1/2

CAN

ies on
15%

To

10

BAG

WCOONDERR

100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS With The Purchase
4 Oz. COPPERTONE SUNTAN LOTION
100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS With The Purchase
DRYAD AEROSOL DEODORANT

100 FREE QUALITY STAMPS With The Purchase
JUST WONDERFUL HAIR SPRAY

13 Oz. Can
100
Oz.

FREE QUALITY STAMPS With The Purchase
MEDI-QUICK FIRST AID SPRAY
3

"IPulton, Ky.

June 16, 1966
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Come By... Help Us

CELEBRATE OUR ANNIVERSARY
and

SAVE

011PIECIIISIkILM

ruin
witt
reco
ed r

Mr
of th
was

AT

gate
Part'
eace
Bras

J.
the
op',
graft
Ems,
quan
merit
gate

U. S. GOVERNMENT INSPECTED
CUT-UP

FRYERS
33(
Lb.

FR
YE
RS
29

$

LB

Whole
PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

FRYER
PARTS

A

LEGS &THIGHS LB-39(
L& 59(
BREAST
GIZZARDS
La 39(
WINGS
La 19(
BACKS
La 19(
NECKS
LB 10(
LB.B9(
LIVERS

PeoP
kind
pipe
lac
reall
snea
the I
In

U.S. GOVERNMENT GRADED
HAND PICKED CHOICE CORN FED

&

U S. CHOICE

U. S.

CID!

CHUCK STEAK
ENGLISH CUT ROAST
PORK RIBS
RELLFOOT HONEY GOLD

mit OZ

12 PKG.

S.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS
LB.
Ammoso
KREY (16 to 20 LB. AVERAGE) WHOLE or HALF

CHOICE

LB.

LB.

LB.

LB.
GOC

U.S. CHOICE

LB

I

-

gete
indt
bon
the
gan

SO YOU CAN BE SURE WHEN YOU BUY
YOUR BEEF AT E. W. JAMES &SOId%
... YOU GET U.S. GOVERNMENT
GRADED CHOICE, EXTRA SPECIAL,
HAND PICKED BEEF THIS GIVES YOU
EXTRA FLAVOR,EXTRA TENDERNESS
also EXTRA VALUE.

bud
cltir
chic
telli
pub
go
for
atm
the:

GRADE A (The Very Finest)
HAVE A COOK-OUT,
INVITE YOUR
NE IGHBORS
OVER.

PLUS
QUALITY
STAMPS

ten
ins;

Dce
of
leg
am
thu
sal
frlo
abe

a9c

foil

ant
lea
hem
dir

REELFOOT
SLAB
SLICED

LB. 784
LB 494

_

HAND PICKS OUR
BEEF SPECIAL

BACON

REELr 00T SMOKED EXTRA GOOD

LB.

59(
99(

MEATY a LEAN LB.59(

r

AMBURGER
LB.

HOUS1ER VALLEY SLICED

S. CHOICE

49( B-O CHICKENS L. 69( PORK STEAK L. 69(
49c B-O PORK
LB $1.25 PORK CUTLETS L.69(
29c SMOKED JOWL
LB 39( GROUND CHUCK -79(
e181110118111111811111

REELFOOT PACKING CO.
Union City, Tennessee

SMOKED HAM..
BACON
RIB STEAK
PICNICS

U

WE SPECIALIZE IN TENDER CORN FED U. S. CHOICE HANDPICKED

PORK SAUSAGE
BACK

LB.

CHOICE

FRESH LEAN PORK

mu

CHOICE ainLvin Hand Picked Special

„a 59( ARM ROAST -s.
55( ROUND STEAK u.
59c BOSTON BUTTS

nJ

scum
lomi
tryin
tival
Irien
Ame
that
that
ough
to ta
I I
who
so h
stun3
ed b
cone
truth
Bu
then
es it
our
try I
their
hero
eves
get
bein
tens
they
So
sup;
shot
fron
gobn
lavil
eve!
ther
Luc
I is

pie
Go
Re
I
•.
Cli

WE HAVE THOSE EXTRA THICK
CUTS FOR OUTDOOR BARBECUING.

ott
we

